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INTRODUCTION
The City of Danville, Virginia, Police Department is inviting qualified developers to
respond to a Request for Proposals (RFP) concerning the construction of a new or
renovation of an existing structure to lease to the City of Danville, with an option to
purchase, to serve as a new Police facility.
GENERAL INFORMATION & BACKGROUND
The City of Danville, located midway on Virginia's southern border with North Carolina,
was founded in 1793 on the banks of the Dan River. The Danville Police Department
had its beginnings on May 21, 1833, when a citizen patrol with compulsory service was
established. By 1860, the citizen patrol had expanded to include two sworn police
officers. Today the Police Department is a modern, accredited agency of 131 sworn
officers. The motto of the Danville Police Department is "Deeds Not Words."
“The mission of the Danville Police Department is to provide quality service to the
community through a process of continuous improvement. We will maintain a safe
environment for all by protecting life, liberty and property through partnerships with
citizens and businesses.”
The City of Danville Police Department has been in the City’s Municipal Building since
the early 1900s. The Department has occupied multiple spaces throughout the build
and currently occupies space on the first floor, the basement and forth floor
respectively. Other operational components are housed in an adjacent building, the
basement and archives of the library and two precinct facilities.
Minor renovations to the Police space were completed in 1999; however, no additional
space was added. Major units are splintered into various locations throughout the
building and the building lacks the ability to be secured. Department growth over the last
century has driven the need for the acquisition of a new facility capable of housing
decentralized units of the Department into one centralized location.
In 2014, these issues were recognized by elected officials and some consideration was
given to the idea of building a new facility. A budget placeholder was entered into the
FY 2019 Budget to construct a new facility or renovate an existing structure to meet the
space needs of the Department. In 2016, the City funded a city-wide space study that
identified the police facility as the number one City space need. In 2018, a second
space study was funded to specifically identify and define the space needs of the Police
Department.
PURPOSE
The City of Danville is seeking a developer to construct a new or renovate an existing
structure to lease to the City, with an option to purchase, to serve as a new Police
facility. The City is in need of innovative proposals to meet the space needs of the
Police Department as defined in the 2018 Facility Program for a New Police Building
space study.
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CITY PROJECT COMMITTEE
The City will establish a Project Committee (Committee) to serve as a liaison and POC
for the City with the selected developer, hereafter called “Proposer(s),” during the
selection process, throughout the construction or renovation phase and through final
acceptance of the new or renovated structure.
SCOPE OF WORK
A. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
The City of Danville is seeking Proposer(s) with demonstrated experience in projects of
this type, size and complexity to construct a new facility or the renovation of an existing
structure to lease to the City, with an option to purchase, to serve as the new Danville
Police Headquarter Facility (Project). The successful Proposer should provide pre‐
design, schematic design, design development, construction documentation to the City
for approval before the Project commences.
A new police facility would feature a “one facility concept” where all police department
functions/components are accessible via a main structure. These component areas
include:
Component Areas
Public Access & Lobby
Administrative
Records
Services
Investigations-CID
Investigations-SID & VC&GU
Patrol and SCU
Crime Scene
Community Engagement*
Property & Evidence
Quartermaster*
Training and Staff Support
Central Supply and Fleet Management
SWAT
Building Support
(*) indicate elements not specifically mentioned in 2018 Space Study component
list
Sub-component areas include:
•
•
•
•

Public Lobby, Restrooms, and Waiting Areas.
Administrative Offices.
Additional Visitor Offices and Common Workspace Areas.
Personnel Records Storage.
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Patrol Division Line-up Area and Work Area, Supervisory Offices,
Files/Storage/Operations.
Records Availability and Records Archives.
Information Technology Server and Workspace.
Communications and Electronic Infrastructure.
Evidence Storage.
Crime Analysis and Crime Prevention.
Investigations Workspace.
Evidence and Crime Scene Processing.
Interview Rooms with Closed Circuit Television & Recording Capability
and adjacent Viewing Rooms.
Multiple Meeting Rooms for Training, Conferences, Major
Investigations/Emergency Operations, Luncheons, Community Availability.
Drug Enforcement Activities.
Armory.
Sally Port.
Wayfinding Signage (Exterior/Internal)
Serving Kitchen.
Animal Control.
K-9.
Fingerprinting Area Accessible to the Public.
Community Engagement Office/Space/Storage.
Investigations Soft Room.
Training Office/Area.
Ammo Storage Areas.
Respite Area (male/female).
Historical Items/Photos Display.
Adequate Storage Space Department Wide.
Exercise Room.
Locker Rooms and Showers.
Janitor Closets and Storage.
Public Parking.
Secure parking for Fleet and Specialty Vehicles.
Secure Employee parking.
Building Security and CCTV Monitoring.
Emergency Power.
Special Teams Preparations/Storage Area.
Specialty Vehicle Storage and Evidentiary Vehicle Processing.
Janitorial and Building Maintenance.
Building and Grounds Expandability.
ADA Requirements.
Antenna Requirements.

(Additional modifications/additions/deletions may be necessary based on changing
space needs since the last space study was completed or space requirements identified
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during the construction/renovation process. The Committee will work with Proposer to
reconcile all space needs that differ from the space study before and during Project
construction/renovation)
Additional structures may stand independently if inclusion creates issues of operational
disruption based on excessive noise or other factors or if certain functions require
additional space to function that would make inclusion impractical.
B. SITE SELECTION CONSIDERATIONS
• Site proximity to downtown and major thoroughfares.
• Ease of public access and acreage available for all Police Department needs
including future expansion.
• Site plan showing building area, parking and anticipated site developments.
The Proposer’s work should be performed based on the following general expectations
for the Project:
• Proposed site should contain at least 20+ acres and be expandable for further
development.
• The new facility should contain a minimum of 48,000 sq. ft. for police and IT
services as described in and generally consistent with the 2018 Facility Program
for a New Police Building Report (see Exhibit A).
• Should have secure parking for police and staff vehicles.
• The design and final construction/renovation should meet all
construction/building standards as required by the State of Virginia and City of
Danville codes.
• City codes, regulations and requirements should be met such that the Project
can be permitted and constructed. This includes meeting and exceeding the
City’s 2018 Facility Program for a New Police Building report requirements.
• The facility design (new or renovated) should be generally acceptable to the
community.
• The design or renovation should be approved by the City and Committee before
construction/renovation begins.
• Any additional structures constructed or renovated on the site should be
complementary and compatible.
• Any structure constructed or renovated within a Historic District should comply
with the guidelines of such district and receive approval from any applicable
entity exercising oversight of said designation.
• Should review all available documents regarding previous studies and program
needs assessments.
C. PRE‐DESIGN SERVICES
1. Create a proposed Program of Spaces for building interior, including basic
information such as sizes, space requirements, workflows, activities and special
uses.
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2. Facilitate meetings with Committee and other City staff as needed to develop
basic components of building program, including City’s standard building
systems, equipment and materials.
3. Attend coordination meetings with Committee and City staff.
4. Attend kick‐off meetings with citizen stakeholders and advisory boards.
Participate in presentations to citizen groups as needed.
D. SCHEMATIC DESIGN
1. Facilitate meetings with City staff and Committee project team to develop
Schematic Design documents.
2. Obtain and review applicable City standards and guidelines for design and
provide design that meets City codes and City/Committee approval.
3. Prepare and submit four (4) sets of site plan program of spaces and adjacencies
layout for review and approval.
4. Provide conceptual drawing of the exterior design that could meet City codes.
5. Provide an estimated project cost.
6. Attend and participate in presentations to City Council and the Committee as
needed.
7. Attend and participate in presentations to City‐formed citizen group and
neighborhood associations as needed.
E. DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
1. Facilitate meetings with City staff to develop Design Development Documents.
2. Prepare and submit four (4) sets of Design Development Documents including
Detailed Specifications to the City staff for review and approval. (60% plan
review).
Components to include:
a. detailed floor plans
b. building sections and details
c. interior elevations, casework and millwork elevations
d. interior design including materials and color palette
e. if applicable, report addressing all Historic District design criteria and other
Code requirements,
3. Respond in writing to all City staff and Committee comments on plans.
F. CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS
1. Prepare complete Construction Documents and Specifications and submit four
(4) sets to City staff for code and general review and approval.
2. Attend follow‐up meetings with selected City staff.
3. Provide an estimated project cost.
4. Participate in presentations to Committee as needed.
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G. CONSTRUCTION ADMINISTRATION
1. Once facility design is approved by City, the Proposer should provide
construction administration.
H. DELIVERABLES
The City of Danville shall retain ownership of all submitted proposals.
I. INFORMATION PROVIDED BY THE CITY OF DANVILLE
The City of Danville will provide the following documents either electronically, hard copy,
or via the internet:
1. 2018 Facility Program for a New Police Building (attached)
2. Police Department Organizational Chart (attached)
3. Existing Zoning Ordinance.
4. Existing Subdivision Regulations.
J. SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS
In order to be considered, five (5) copies of the proposal must be received by the City of
Danville Purchasing Department on or before Monday, June 1st by 5 PM DST. All
proposals must be in a sealed envelope marked: REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL‐POLICE
DEPARTMENT LEASE PROPOSAL and addressed to City of Danville Purchasing
Department (see page 9 for address). The submittal should include:
1. A proposed work program detailing the phases, tasks, and sub‐tasks of the
project based upon the Scope of Services in this request.
2. A detailed timeline for the completion of the project, showing timing for each
phase, task, and subtask identified above.
3. A statement of qualifications and relevant experience, including dates when past
projects were completed and the contract amount.
4. A list of at least five (5) references for previously developed
police/municipal/historic construction/renovations, including names, titles,
addresses and telephone numbers.
5. A fixed fee to accomplish the scope of work described above.
6. An acknowledgement that no member of the project team has had any
communications with any member of the City Council prior to the issuance of this
Request for Proposals. Any such communication must be documented in the
proposal. This should include the team member, the official(s) they discussed
the project with, and the frequency of such communication.
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K. SELECTION PROCESS
The Deputy Chief of Police for the City of Danville will serve as the project manager and
others will likely be involved in the selection process.
Interviews will be scheduled after a selection committee has ranked each proposal and
will choose three to five firms/teams to make a presentation regarding their team,
project approach, and past experience.
The City Manager or his designee(s) will attempt to negotiate agreements with the top
ranked firms. This process may be repeated as many times as necessary until an
agreement can be negotiated that is satisfactory to both parties.
The results of negotiations will be presented to the City Manager who will provide his
recommendation to City Council. Since the final outcome of this process will be a lease
with option to buy for real estate, the decision to enter a lease with option to buy will be
made by City Council after any required public meetings.
The City of Danville reserves the right to be the sole judge of the suitability of the
proposed services for its intended use, and further specifically reserves the right to
make the award in the best interests of the City of Danville.
During the selection process, as well as during the course of the project, it is the City’s
intention to have the Deputy Chief of Police serve as the point of contact for all
discussion relating to the development of the Police Department Construction or
Renovation.
L. OTHER INFORMATION
The City of Danville reserves the right to reject any and all proposals, or to contact any
submitting organization or reference prior to award for explanations or clarification. The
City reserves the right to waive any technicalities and to award to the most responsive
and responsible submitting organization. All working documents, electronic and
written, shall remain the property of the City and shall be delivered to the City upon
completion of the work. The Proposer shall, during the performance of the contract,
keep in force a limit of Insurance similar to current industry standards.
Proposals shall remain in effect for 90 days after their submission.
The consultant will also be subject to all E-Verify requirements of the City.
The City of Danville is a tax-exempt organization.
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M. CODES AND STANDARDS
This procurement process is governed by the "CODE OF THE CITY OF DANVILLE,
VIRGINIA". Copies of the Code may be obtained by writing the City of Danville,
Purchasing Department, P.O. Box 3300, Danville, Virginia 24543.
Minority and/or female-owned businesses are encouraged to apply. The City of Danville
is an equal opportunity employer and does not discriminate on the basis of race, color,
creed, national origin or against faith-based organizations.
The Firm, its officers, agents, employees, and any subcontractors, in the performance of
this Agreement shall comply with all applicable statutes and laws of the United States and
the Commonwealth of Virginia, the Charter and ordinances of the City of Danville, and
the applicable rules and regulations of the agencies of each. The Firm does not, and
shall not during the performance of the contract for goods and services knowingly employ
an unauthorized alien as defined in the federal Immigration Reform and Control Act of
1986.
During the performance of this contract, the Firm agrees as follows:
•

The Firm will not discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment
because of race, religion, color, sex, or national origin, except where religion, sex,
or national origin is a bona fide occupational qualification reasonably necessary to
the normal operation of the Firm. The Firm agrees to post in conspicuous places,
available to employees or applicants for employment, notices setting forth the
provisions of this nondiscrimination clause.

•

The Firm also shall not discriminate against any handicapped person in violation
of any state or federal law or regulation and shall also post in conspicuous places,
available to employees and applicants for employment, notices setting forth the
provisions of this additional nondiscrimination clause.

•

The Firm, in all solicitations or advertisements for employees placed by or on
behalf of the Firm, will state that such Firm is an equal opportunity employer.

•

Notices, advertisements and solicitations placed in accordance with federal law,
rules or regulations shall be deemed sufficient for the purpose of meeting the
requirements of this article.

•

The Firm will otherwise comply with all other applicable provisions of local, State,
and Federal law.

Drug Free Work Place: During the performance of this contract, the Firm agrees to:
•

Provide a drug-free workplace for the Firm ’s employees

•

Post in conspicuous places, available to employees and applicants for
employment, a statement notifying employees that the unlawful manufacture, sale,
distribution, dispensation, possession, or use of a controlled substance or
9
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marijuana is prohibited in the Firm’s workplace and specifying the actions that will
be taken against employees for violations of such prohibition.
•

State in all solicitations or advertisements for employees placed by or on behalf of
the Firm that the Firm maintains a drug-free workplace

•

Include the provisions of the foregoing clauses in every subcontract or purchase
order of or over $10,000, so that the provisions will be binding upon each
subcontractor or vendor.

“Drug-free workplace” means a site for the performance of work done in connection with
a specific contract awarded to a Firm in accordance with this chapter, the employees of
whom are prohibited from engaging in the unlawful manufacture, sale, distribution,
dispensation, possession or use of any controlled substance or marijuana during the
performance of the contract.
Indemnification: The Firm shall indemnify, keep and save harmless the City, its agents,
officials and employees, against all injuries, deaths, loss, damages, claims, patent claims,
suits, liabilities, judgments, costs and expenses, which may in anywise accrue against
the City, its agents, officials and employees in consequence of the granting of this contract
or which may in anyway result therefrom, whether or not it shall be alleged or determine
that the act was caused through negligence or omission of the Firm or his employees, or
of the subcontractor or his employees, if any, and the Firm shall, at his own expense,
appear, defend and pay all charges of attorneys and other expenses arising therefrom or
incurred in connection therewith, and, if any judgment shall be rendered against the City
in any such action, the Firm shall, at his own expense, satisfy and discharge the same.
The Firm expressly understands and agrees that any performance bond or insurance
protection required by this contract, or otherwise provided by the Firm, shall in no way
limit the responsibility to indemnify, keep and save harmless and defend the City, its
agents, officials, and employees as herein provided. The Firm shall have charge and
control of the entire work until its completion and acceptance by the City.
The Firm shall assume all risks and responsibilities for casualties of every description in
connection with the work, except that he shall not be held liable or responsible for delays
or damage to the work caused by acts of God, acts of Public enemy, acts of Government,
quarantine restrictions, general strikes through the trade, or by freight embargoes not
caused or participated in by the Firm. The Firm shall have charge and control of the entire
work until completion and acceptance of the same by the City.
The Firm shall alone be liable and responsible for, and shall pay, any and all loss or
damage sustained by any person or party either during the performance or subsequent
to the completion of the work under this agreement by reason of injuries to persons and
damage to property, buildings, and adjacent work, that may occur either during the
10
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performance of the work covered by this contract or that may be sustained as a result of
or in consequence thereof, irrespective of whether or not such injury or damage be due
to negligence or the inherent nature of the work.
The Firm shall bear all losses resulting from the amount or character of the work being
different, or because the nature of the premises on which the work is done is different
from what was expected, or on account of the weather, or similar other causes.

Insurance: The Firm shall not commence work under this contract until he has obtained
all the insurance required hereunder and such insurance has been approved by the City;
nor shall the Firm allow any Subcontractor to commence work on his subcontract until all
similar insurance has been so obtained and approved. Approval of the insurance by the
City shall not relieve or decrease the liability of the Firm hereunder.

•

Worker's Compensation including Occupational Disease and Employer's Liability
Insurance: The Firm shall take out and maintain during the life of this Contract
Workers' Compensation and Employer's Liability Insurance for all of his employees
to be engaged in work on the project under this contract in an amount no less than
the minimum allowed by the State Corporation Commission, and in case of such
work is sublet, the Firm shall require the Subcontractor similarly to provide
Workers' Compensation and Employer's Liability Insurance for all of the latter's
employees to be engaged in such work.

•

Comprehensive General Liability Insurance: The Firm shall maintain during the
life of this Contract comprehensive general liability insurance as shall protect him,
the City of Danville and its offices, agents and employees, and any Subcontractors
performing work covered by this Contract from claims for damage for personal
injury, including death, as well as from claims for property damage, which may
arise from operations under this Contract, whether such operations by himself or
by any Subcontractor, or by anyone directly or indirectly employed by either of
them. The amount of such insurance shall not be less than a combination single
limit of $1,000,000 per occurrence on bodily injury and property damage and
$1,000,000 aggregate on completed operations. The comprehensive general
liability insurance shall provide the following coverage:
Comprehensive
Premises – Operation
Products/Completed Operations Hazard
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Contractual Insurance
Underground Hazard
Explosion & Collapse Hazard
Independent Firm and Subcontractor
Broad Form Property Damage
Personal Injury
Builder’s Risk

•

Automobile liability insurance minimum combined single limits of $1,000,000 for
any one person and subject to the same limit for each person, $1,000,000 on
account of any one accident. This insurance shall include bodily injury and
property damage for the following vehicles:
Owned Vehicles
Non-owned Vehicles
Hired Vehicles

•

Umbrella Policy. At the option of the Firm, primary limits may be less than required,
with an umbrella policy providing the additional limits needed. This form of
insurance will be acceptable provided that the primary and umbrella policies both
provide the insurance coverage's herein required. However, any such umbrella
policy must have minimum coverage limits of $3,000,000.00.

All policies shall name the City of Danville, its officers, agents, and employees, as
additional insured. This coverage shall be reflected on the Certificates of Insurance
(including any endorsements or riders thereto), which will be provided to the City. Each
Certificate of Insurance shall require that notice be given thirty (30) days prior to
cancellation or material change in the policies to the Director of Purchasing.

Written evidence of the insurance required herein shall be filed with the City not later than
thirty (30) days following the date of the award of the Contract. A copy of the evidence of
insurance shall be filed with the Director of Purchasing.
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Payments to subcontractors: The Firm shall take one of the two following actions within
seven days after receipt of amounts paid to the Firm by the City of Danville for work
performed by the subcontractor
•

Pay the subcontractor for the proportionate share of the total payment received
from the agency attributable to the work performed by the subcontractor under that
contract; or

•

Notify the agency and subcontractor, in writing, of his intention to withhold all or a
part of the subcontractor's payment with the reason for nonpayment.

Individual Firms shall provide their social security numbers and proprietorships,
partnerships, and corporations to provide their federal employer identification numbers.

The Firm shall pay interest to the subcontractor on all amounts owed by the Firm that
remain unpaid after seven days following receipt by the Firm of payment from the City of
Danville for work performed by the subcontractor, except for amounts withheld as allowed
in subdivision 1.

Unless otherwise provided under the terms of this contract, interest shall accrue at the
rate of one percent per month.”

The Firm shall include in each of its subcontracts a provision requiring each subcontractor
to include or otherwise be subject to the same payment and interest requirements with
respect to each lower-tier subcontractor.

A Firm's obligation to pay an interest charge to a subcontractor pursuant to the payment
clause in this section shall not be construed to be an obligation of the City of Danville. A
contract modification shall not be made for the purpose of providing reimbursement for
the interest charge. A cost reimbursement claim shall not include any amount for
reimbursement for the interest charge.
Firms organized as a stock or nonstock corporation, limited liability company, business
trust, or limited partnership or registered as a registered limited liability partnership shall
be authorized to transact business in the Commonwealth as a domestic or foreign
business entity if so required by Virginia Title 13.1 or Title 50 or as otherwise required by
law. A Firm organized or authorized to transact business in the Commonwealth pursuant
13
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to Virginia Title 13.1 or Title 50 shall include in its bid or proposal the identification number
issued to it by the State Corporation Commission. Any bidder or offeror that is not required
to be authorized to transact business in the Commonwealth as a foreign business entity
under Title 13.1 or Title 50 or as otherwise required by law shall include in its bid or
proposal a statement describing why the bidder or offeror is not required to be so
authorized.
M. MAILING ADDRESS AND CONTACT INFORMATION
Individuals responding to this solicitation should mail or deliver proposals to:
City of Danville
Attn: Gary Via
Purchasing Director
P.O. Box 3300
Danville, VA 24543
Please provide your email address:_________________________________________
Note: While proposals will be collected by the Purchasing Director, please address them
to the Deputy Chief of Police.

All inquiries regarding this specific project should be directed in writing or by e‐mail to:
Dean Hairston
Deputy Chief of Police
Danville Police Department
427 Patton Street
Danville, VA 24541
Phone: (434) 773-8240
Email: hairsrd@danvilleva.gov
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INTRODUCTION

This document represents the results of work undertaken for the City of Danville to develop a Facility
Program document that defines the detailed space requirements for a new building for the City’s Police
Department. The work and major activities required in the development of this Facility Program, took
place between October 2017 and March 2018.

Background
In March of 2016, the City contracted with Solutions for Local Government, Inc. of Charlotte, North
Carolina to undertake a City-Wide Space Needs Assessment of the facilities and building space which it
provides for its various operational departments and Constitutional Officers. The study effort that ensued
involved the assessment of 48 individual buildings that included the work space of 27 City Departments,
Departmental Divisions and the Constitutional agency offices.

Of the 30 recommendations articulated in the report; the first five, listed in order of priority, where those
departments/buildings determined to have the “greatest need”

In addition to the baseline criteria considered for all spaces assessed; i.e. functionality, responsibilities
assigned, and efficiency of operations; the “greatest need” category included additional concerns
regarding excessive lack of space, elevated levels of inefficiency, employee safety, and the inability to
adequately secure the City’s information and communications infrastructure. 1 Recommendation #1 was:

Initiate facility programming immediately for a new Police Facility.

Subsequently, during September 2017 the City again retained Solutions for Local Government, Inc. to
develop the facility program; i.e. this document. Following a project kick-off meeting in late September
with senior City and Police Department personnel, work began in earnest in October.

1

Originally, Recommendation #1 was combined with Recommendation #2 which read; “In conjunction with the Police Facility, initiate a parallel/joint facility

programming effort for new space for the Information Technology (IT) Department”. This document addresses the Police Facility only.

Solutions for Local Government, Inc.
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The Process
For purposes of this document, a Facility Program is defined as;

“A statement of the requirements for a building project”

This “statement”, includes consideration of both operational (functional) and facility objectives, of what
will happen in the building, user needs, visitor needs, and various problems to be addressed during design.
Since it is intended to serve as the formal communication of the owner’s project requirements to the
designer, it must (and did) involve the primary facility users in its development. Ultimately, the document
that follows is not only about operational and facility design objectives but, to an extent, human objectives
as well.

The people who will occupy and use the new facilities know the most about their responsibilities, activities
and needs; thus, the rationale for involving them in the programming effort. The programming process is
intended to provide an orderly method for gathering people’s input, addressing opinions, policies, and
alternative operational scenarios, and documenting them in an organized format.

The information included in this document was developed during many meetings, observations of
department activities occurring in existing spaces, audits of existing spaces, and considerable research,
calculations and related documentation activities.

Department Organization & Report Format
The administration offices of the Danville Police Department include the Police Chief, Deputy Chief, two
Majors, an Administrative Assistant and a Senior Secretary. Organizational materials provided, showed
that the department functions are distributed within two Divisions, each commanded by one of the
Majors. Those Divisions; “Operations” and “Services”, each included various sub-units and areas of
responsibility that were studied for this report:

Operations Division
 Uniformed Patrol
 Street Crimes Unit (SCU)
 Criminal Investigations (CID)
 Special Investigations (SID)
 Civil Disturbance Unit
Solutions for Local Government, Inc.

Services Division
 Internal Affairs
 Accreditation & Recruiting
 Police Records
 Training
 Crime Prevention
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SWAT







Animal Control
Crime Analysis
Crime Scene Search Unit
Property & Evidence
Central Supply & Fleet

A priority outcome of this document was the identification of the size, number, type and locations of all
the spaces to be included in this new building. Understanding the organization of the Department was
critical to the eventual development of how the “building component areas” were going to “fit”; i.e. best
work together. In some instances, Division sub-units were combined as a single “building component
area”. Other building areas and spaces that were not specifically listed under either Division heading as
a sub-unit or specific responsibility became important and were included because of the integral purpose
and support value they provided within the building; for example; the Public Lobby. Staff Locker Rooms,
Building Maintenance, the Community Room, etc.

Subsequently, the major building component areas described in the pages and report sections that follow
include:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Public Access & Lobby
Administration
Records
Services
Investigations
Patrol & SCU
Crime Scene
Property & Evidence
Training & Staff Support
Central Supply & Fleet
SWAT
Building Support

SECTION 1. BUILDING AREA SPACE LISTS & ADJACENCY DIAGRAMS
This section includes the space lists, and accompanying adjacency diagrams for each of the 12 building
component areas listed; i.e. Public Access & Lobby, Administration, Records, etc. Following each space
list are comments and descriptive notes offering additional information about each individual space in the
list. For example; furnishings, seating, built-ins, equipment or technology needs unique to the user(s) of
the space. Each, to provide the designer with a sense of the purpose of the space and the activities that
are to occur, and where and how the individual space “fits” within the component area and/or the building
itself.
Solutions for Local Government, Inc.
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Space Requirements
The individual Space Lists that follow are formatted to assist the eventual designer of the building in
addressing the requirements of the overall facility as well as each unit or area’s individual needs. In doing
so, the Space Lists include several column headings that are intended to clarify and support the square
footage called for. These include:

“Area/Space”-Identifies the department, unit, or activity area for which the space is designated.

“Max/Space”-refers to the typical number of persons (usually maximum) that might be expected
to occupy or be present in the referenced space at any one time

“NSF”-the interior dimensions of the space designated; NOT including wall thicknesses, common
adjacent circulation areas, etc. and expressed as net square feet or NSF

“No. Spaces”-notes the number of areas/spaces of the designated type; i.e., restroom, interview
room, office, etc.

“Total NSF”-the product of the “NSF” multiplied by the “No. Spaces” column; i.e., two (2) offices
@ 125 net square feet (NSF) each = 250 “Total NSF”

“Net” vs. “Gross” Square Footage
As referenced, the interior dimensions of a space or work area constitute the area’s “Net Square Feet” or
NSF. When wall thicknesses, stairwells, common circulation areas, interior mechanical space, etc. is all
considered, the total building area that results; and upon which the contractor will base his/her
construction bid, is referred to as the total “Gross Square Feet”, or GSF.

The factor used to calculate the net-to-gross difference in a building is typically referred to as the grossing
factor or building multiplier. This number will vary depending on the type and complexity of a building’s
design requirements. For buildings such as the Police Department, the building multiplier will frequently
range between 25-30 percent of the building’s total NSF.
Solutions for Local Government, Inc.
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At the end of this section a table is provided that summarizes the total NSF of the building’s 12 major
component areas. It also applies a 30% (1.30) multiplier to identify the estimated total building GSF.

Adjacency Diagrams
The adjacency diagrams included with each component area provide conceptual illustrations of how all
the spaces identified for the area discussed are intended to fit together. While not to scale, the spaces
illustrated are, for the most part, proportional to one another with regards to their stated square footage.
Various lines, arrows and symbols are used throughout the diagrams to illustrate circulation, sightlines,
and movement to and from, and within, the secure perimeter of the facility. A key to these symbol’s
meanings is included here.

Solutions for Local Government, Inc.
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Adjacency Diagram Key

A work space or activity area that is enclosed

A work space or activity area that is not enclosed

A designated function or open activity area within an enclosed space
Connector between two spaces or from one area to another
Indicates optional access to/from a space, spaces or area
Represents a counter/pass-thru between two spaces or reception/discussion area
Represents view or line of sight/observation into adjacent space from point of origin
Indicates primary access point into building from outside by public visitor or vendor
Indicates primary access point into a major component area within the building
Point of controlled access, via electronic/remote activation or card-key, within or
between an internal area or adjoining spaces
Indicates a secure point of entry into the building from outside; access point is
intended for Department personnel only per card-key security code authorization
Abbreviations:
JC-Janitor Closet

RR-Restroom

SCU-Street Crimes Unit

VCIN-Virginia Crime Information System

DR-Dressing Room

L.E.-Law Enforcement

[Remainder of this page intentionally left blank]
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Building Component Area: PUBLIC ACCESS & LOBBY

Space List

Area/Space
Entry Vestibule
Public Restroom
Public Lobby
Community Room
Serving Kitchen
Community Room Storage

Max/Space
3-4
3
12-15
24
2
1

NSF
60
110
700
640
80
168

No. Spaces
1
2
1
1
1
1
7

Total NSF
60
220
700
640
80
168
1868

Comments:

It is intended that all visitors to the Police Department enter the Building through the Entry Vestibule
which is visible from and convenient to the Public Parking area in front of the building.

Visitors will sign in at the Duty Desk in the Public Lobby, after which they can use the public restrooms or
proceed unescorted to the Community Room, the Records Counter, or to the Entrance & Seating area
adjacent the Public Lobby entrance to the Police Department Administrative offices.

If the visitor has business with or requests to speak with an employee of the Department; i.e.
Investigations, Patrol, Services; that works within the building, the Duty Desk Officer will contact that
employee who, in turn, will come to the Public Lobby to meet with the visitor there, or escort them within
the building to a designated meeting location.

At this time, no visitor will go beyond the Public Lobby without being escorted by Department personnel;
upon completion of their business they will be escorted back to the Public Lobby.

The Duty Officer must be able to access and communicate with personnel and activity areas throughout
the facility at any time during normal weekday business hours; as well as have the capability to monitor
security cameras located within and outside the building.

Solutions for Local Government, Inc.
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The Duty Desk should also include electronic controls to enable the Duty Officer to lock/unlock the inner
Entry Vestibule door to/from the Public Lobby and the door to/from the Lobby to the Administrative
Offices Entry/Seating area.

An alert alarm should also be available to enable the Duty Officer to silently alert designated personnel
within the building of any type of disturbance or concern that may require assistance or manual response.

Public Restrooms will be ADA compliant and include changing stations within for visitors that may have
infant children.

The Community Room is intended to provide a venue for public meetings of various types and is sized to
accommodate 24 adults at table seating, or as many as 40-50 adults’ w/chairs only, arranged accordingly.

The Serving Kitchen will provide space to prepare and present catered meals and/or refreshments for
meetings and activities scheduled.

Available Public Lobby seating should be able to accommodate up to 24 adults.

Solutions for Local Government, Inc.
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Building Component Area: ADMINISTRATION

Space list
Area/Space
Entrance/Seating
Senior Secretary
Chief
Restroom
Deputy Chief
Administrative Assistant
Major-Operations
Major-Services
Visiting L.E.
Conference
Copy/Supply
Restroom
Service Counter
Files/Records
General & Conference Storage

Max/Space
3-4
2
6
1
5
3
4
4
3
12
2-3
1
2
1
1

NSF
100
120
240
72
192
156
168
168
120
240
120
60
30
120
120

No. Spaces
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
17

Total NSF
100
120
240
72
192
156
168
168
240
240
120
120
30
120
120
2206

Comments:

Visitors to the Police Department Administrative Offices will be able to access the Entrance & Seating Area
from the Public Lobby.

Upon entry, the visitor will check-in at the available counter/window, with the Senior Secretary in the
adjacent office.

The Secretary’s office arrangement will enable a view through the counter window to the entrance door
of the reception area, and a clear view and means by which to communicate with the visitor in a normal
tone of voice at the counter window itself.

Seating will be provided within the Entrance & Seating Area for 4-5 adults.
Solutions for Local Government, Inc.
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Visitors in the Entry & Seating area will not have access to inner offices until they are met personally by
the person they are meeting and escorted within or, are well known to the Department whereupon the
Senior Secretary can activate the entrance door remotely or choose to escort the visitor personally.

Responsibilities assigned, the need for privacy, legal requirements to assure confidentiality and the
security of information developed and maintained by administrative personnel were among the issues
considered in identifying the need for private offices and the square footage provided.

Offices will be provided with doors that enable them to be locked when the occupant is not present.

The preferred locations of these offices are identified in the accompanying adjacency diagrams.

While office sizes and internal furniture arrangements will vary, furnishings should accommodate
adequate work surfaces for the responsibilities assigned.

Offices within the Administration area should reflect a professional, private office environment.

Offices shall accommodate additional seating within (beyond that of the assigned occupant) for typically
from two (2) to six (6) adults; the number will depend upon the requirements of the position and
responsibilities assigned.

The Chief’s Office should include built-in book shelves, accommodate an executive desk and additional
comfortable seating at either an open, less formal, seating area or a table for up to five (5) additional
adults.
Additional space accessible from within the Chief’s Office will include an ADA compliant restroom.

There are two Restrooms within the Administrative area for administrative staff and visitors.

Restroom sizing did utilize ADA compliance requirements.
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A formal conference room shall be provided to include a table and seating for up to twelve (12) adults.

Service Counter space is provided convenient to the Conference Room and should include a sink and
adequate electrical service to accommodate beverage/coffee service and perhaps a microwave and under
counter type refrigerator.

The Copy & Supply area is intended to accommodate the activities noted and include within the fax, copy,
print, and scanning equipment (or combination unit) for use by office personnel.

Counter height cabinetry should be provided within Copy & Supply to accommodate storage of materials
as well as counter surfaces for additional equipment.

Work table(s) provided for layout and assembly of materials being prepared should be counter height for
ease of access.

Additional cabinetry above the referenced counter should be provided to accommodate accessible
storage of materials and supplies.

Provide some open, under-counter space as legroom for personnel who may choose to sit at the counter
while working in the room.

The Records room will be most convenient to the Administrative Assistant’s Office and include personnel,
finance/budget and similar files that need to be secured when not in use.

Two (2) individual offices are provided for Visiting Law Enforcement (L.E.) from other federal, state, and/or
local jurisdictions working with or assisting the Danville Police Department on a temporary basis.

The General & Conference Storage room is intended to accommodate additional conference room chairs,
portable podium, easel, etc. and any common/reusable materials or equipment that may be needed/used
during meetings.
Solutions for Local Government, Inc.
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Building Component Area: RECORDS

Space List
Area/Space
Service Counter & Work Area
Records Clerk
VCIN Terminal
Manager
Copy & Supply
Records/Warrants Clerk
Warrants
Patrol Access
Break Area
Restroom
Records

Max/Space
4
2
1
3
2
3
1
1
2-3
1
1

NSF
80
80
56
156
48
120
50
100
110
60
288

No. Spaces
1
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
14

Total NSF
360
320
56
156
48
120
50
100
110
60
288
1668

Comments:

Records Clerk’s open work areas will each allow a view of the Public Service Counter/Window so that
visitors may be observed as they approach the counter from within the Public Lobby.

The open work area at the counter will include equipment and furnishings necessary to allow Records
Clerks convenient access to common materials, forms, and information that visitors may request or need,
as well as duplication capabilities to make copies of requested documents.

The counter will enable either an open view, a sliding glass window, or a fixed window via which
communications can occur; however, if fixed glass/polycarbonate, the visitor and Clerk must be able to
communicate in normal conversational tones without undo (noisy) amplification.

The public will not be permitted within the Records area; Department personnel will have access; albeit
limited and based on need.

Patrol has a designated area noted in the adjacency diagram for accessing active warrants after normal
business hours; i.e. the Records office will be secured after normal hours, however, the bank of active
29
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warrants files can be rotated and locked in place for access by Patrol after hours, and returned to the
normal position each morning.

The Patrol Access area should include a counter height table to accommodate a computer keyboard and
monitor to allow accessing officer(s) to log the warrants they are removing into the Records system.

Patrol and other Department personnel will access the Records area at the entry points (arrows) noted
on each side of the area during daytime business hours.

The Warrants Clerk and the Records Manager each have private offices compliant with the descriptions
noted for “Private Offices” in Section 3.

Both offices will include windows that will permit views of the Records Clerk’s open work areas and the
Service Counter/Window

The VCIN terminal is an open area accessible by authorized law enforcement personnel.

The terminal must be located to restrict views of on-screen information by anyone other than the active
user.

A small, open Break Area is provided and should include a counter with sink and adequate electrical
service to accommodate beverage/coffee service, a microwave and under counter type refrigerator;
include also a table to accommodate 2-3 adults.

The open Copy area is intended for the primary office printer/copier and fax machines and to include a
small table/layout space.

The Restroom will include one (1) water closet and one (1) lavatory and be compliant with the relevant
system requirements for “Restrooms” noted in Section 3.
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The Records room is intended to house predominately paper files that have not yet been digitized or that
cannot be due to age, or condition of the existing record.

The room should include shelving to store acid-free boxes of paper records as well as several file cabinets
of various sizes.

It should include ample overhead lighting as well as electrical outlet(s) to enable the use of task lighting
at a work table where files can be individually reviewed; include also a computer keyboard and terminal
for accessing/interacting with Record’s database.

Fire ratings of this room’s walls and ceiling will need to be reviewed and construction upgraded as it is
likely that the recommended (wet) sprinkler system would not be appropriate considering the room’s
paper contents.

[The remainder of this page intentionally left blank]
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Building Component Area: SERVICES

Space List
Area/Space
Captain
Lieutenant
Accreditation
Recruitment & Hiring
Interview
File Room
Meeting
Service Counter
Copy & Supply
Crime Analyst
IT System Specialist
Fingerprint Seating
Fingerprint Room
Crime Prevention-Office
Material Storage-Indoor
Vehicle & Euipment-Outdoor
Animal Control-Office
Entry Vestibule
Material & Equipment-Indoor
Vehicle & Equipment-Outdoor

Max/Space
4
3
3
2
2-3
1
8
2
3
4
2
2
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
1

NSF
168
156
132
132
72
144
180
24
156
312
168
60
84
120
348

No. Spaces
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Total NSF
168
312
132
132
72
144
180
24
156
312
168
60
84
120
348

[See Cenra l Suppl y & Fl eet-Remote]

120
60
216

1
1
1

120
60
216

[See Cenra l Suppl y & Fl eet-Remote]
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Comments:

The Introduction identified the ten (10) sub-unit activities that comprise the Services Division. Five (5) of
those sub-units, principally because of their size; i.e. space requirements; have been identified individually
as “building component areas”. They include Records, Training, Crime Scene, Property & Evidence, and
Central Supply & Fleet. The remaining five (5) sub-units are addressed in this section and noted in the
space list above.

The private offices and open work areas illustrated in the adjacency diagrams that follow are consistent
with the “Private Offices” and “Open Work Spaces” requirements noted in Section 3.
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The Captain’s office, and particularly in his role as the senior officer responsible for internal affairs
investigations within the Department, will need to be soundproof.

The two (2) Lieutenants will occupy adjacent private offices that are convenient to the Captain and
Services Division personnel within the suite; they split responsibility for the day-to-day supervision of the
ten (10) Division sub-units, several of which are located elsewhere in the building.

A formal conference room shall be centrally located within the area and able to accommodate a table and
seating for up to eight (8) adults.
Service Counter space is provided convenient to the Conference Room and should include a sink and
adequate electrical service to accommodate beverage/coffee service and perhaps a microwave and under
counter type refrigerator.

The Copy & Supply area is intended to accommodate the activities noted and include within the fax, copy,
print, and scanning equipment (or combination unit) for use by office personnel.

Counter height cabinetry should be provided within Copy & Supply; i.e. along one wall; to accommodate
storage of materials as well as counter surfaces for additional equipment.

Work table(s) provided for layout and assembly of materials being prepared should be counter height for
ease of access.

Additional cabinetry above the referenced counter should be provided to accommodate accessible
storage of materials and supplies.

Provide some open, under-counter space as legroom for personnel who may choose to sit at the counter
while working in the room.

The File Room will include cabinets and/or cabinetry that is lockable for maintaining sensitive and
confidential files pertaining to internal affairs investigations.
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The room should include overhead lighting and receptacle(s) convenient to a small work table wherein
adjustable task lighting may be accessed when reviewing or working with files.

The remaining area within the File Room may include open shelving to accommodate storage of additional
meeting room chairs, easel, presentation materials, etc. as well as general storage of surplus, information
brochures and materials used by occupants of offices within the suite.

The large room with three (3) open (dashed-lines) spaces within is intended to accommodate the Crime
Analyst’s open work space, a large format printer and open Layout & Display area and an additional open
workspace for a future, additional analyst.

The Accreditation and Recruitment officers work closely with one another and with the Captain.

Their offices are connected via a common space/Interview room.

The Information Technology office is occupied by a single technology specialist that works exclusively with
the Police Department.

In addition to complying with the “Private Offices” requirements noted in Section 3, the space will require
a work counter with electrical outlets mounted at or above the counter’s height; the length of which
should be no less than six (6) feet, to 8-10 linear feet if possible, to accommodate work with multiple
computers simultaneously.

The Fingerprint Seating area and Fingerprint Room (Print) have been located in this area, proximate the
Public Lobby and Records, for the convenience of visitors to the building who need to have fingerprints
taken; i.e. for employment, etc.
The space designated for Crime Prevention will be located convenient to the Community Room which will
serve as a primary venue for Crime Prevention focused presentations and meetings.
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As illustrated in the adjacency diagram, the room will consist of three (3) sub-areas; Office, Materials
Inventory, and Supply.

The designated Office space will comply with the requirements noted in Section 3 for “Open Work
Spaces”.

The materials Inventory area will include a combination of built-in cabinetry, will adjustable shelving
within (along one wall) and open shelving for the organization and storage of educational and
presentation publications and materials used during Crime Prevention activities in the community.

Provide an amply sized, counter height table within the Materials Inventory area for the layout,
organization and assembly of program materials.

The Supply area should accommodate a printer/copier/scanner and a stand-up, two-door supply cabinet.

Provide open space in this area to allow for the breakdown and sorting of materials received in large
packages.

The Animal Control space is located between Patrol and the primary staff building entrance to/from the
adjacent to the “courtyard” Parking area.

It consists of three (3) spaces; the Entry Vestibule from the parking area, Material & Equipment Storage,
and a private office.

The designated Office space will comply with the requirements noted in Section 3 for “Private Offices”.

The Storage room should accommodate open, durable shelving as well as open floor space for equipment,
cages, etc.
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The Vestibule will serve as an entry and staging area for the Animal Control Officer and have direct access
to/from the Office and the Storage room.

[The remainder of this page intentionally left blank]
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Building Component Area: INVESTIGATIONS
Space List-CID
Area/Space
Entrance/Seating (Public)
Interview/Meeting
Secretary
Captain
Lieutenant
Detectives
Visiting L.E.
Conference/Briefing
Conf/Briefing Storage
Copy & Supply w/Service Counter
Interview
Interviewee Restroom
Viewing Room
Secure Storage & Records
Equipment
General Storage
Polygraph Suite
Staff Entrance w/ Gun Lockers (See SID)

Max/Space
4
4
2
5
4
2
2-3
24
1
4
3
1
1
1
2
1
3
3

NSF
96
132
120
168
156
160
160
640
220
204
80
70
80
204
70
288
216
156

No. Spaces
1
1
1
1
1
8
1
1
1
1
5
1
1
1
1
1
1

Total NSF
96
132
120
168
156
1280
160
640
220
204
400
70
80
204
70
288
216
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4504

No. Spaces
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
17

Total NSF
120
88
156
198
704
156
132
168
216
156
80
240
80
70
72
2636

Space List-SID
Area/Space
Entrance/Seating (Public)
Interview
Lieutenant
Copy & Supply
Detectives
Secure Storage
Records
Visiting L.E.
Equipment
Staff Entrance w/Gun Lockers
A/V Room
Interview
Viewing Room
Interviewee Restroom
Janitor Closet
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Max/Space
4
3-5
4
3
8
1
1
2-3
1
3-4
2-3
3
2-3
1
1

NSF
120
88
156
198
704
156
132
168
216
156
80
80
80
70
72
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Comments: [CID]

The open Entry/Seating area is intended for visitors having business with or wishing to speak with
Investigations personnel.

As noted, those visitors will have entered the building at the Public Lobby and been escorted to the CID
offices by Department personnel.

A private Interview/Meeting room is adjacent the seating area and should be able to comfortably
accommodate 5-6 adults.

The Secretary’s office arrangement will include a window to enable a view of the entrance door and the
Entry/Seating area.

The offices designated for the Captain, Lieutenant, and Secretary will comply with the requirements noted
in Section 3 for “Private Offices”.

There are eight (8) spaces designated for Detectives; each space is to accommodate two (2) Detectives in
open work spaces within.

These open offices will comply with the requirements noted in Section 3 for “Open Work Spaces”.

The CID Storage room, illustrated in the adjacency diagram as across the corridor from the Detectives
entrance, should include table top, open shelving and moveable and/or fixed cabinetry for the
organization and storage of the items used by CID personnel in the course of their work; i.e. electronics,
various tools and equipment, special clothing, etc.

The space designated Visiting L.E. (Law Enforcement) is sized the same as the Detectives’ spaces and may
be configured the same, or arranged as needed, for up to four (4) officers at small individual or shared
tables.
Solutions for Local Government, Inc.
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The Briefing/MP (Multipurpose)/Task Force space, as illustrated, will be able to seat 24 adults at tables
for pre-shift briefings, however, may also be rearranged/repurposed as a large formal Conference room
with seats around a single table, or as a “war-room”/situation room that can accommodate multiple task
centers while monitoring and communicating with personnel involved in a major operation or incident
outside the building.

The Briefing/MP Storage space adjacent the Briefing room will accommodate the storage of the different
furnishings, chairs, tables, and equipment required for each of the intended purposes described as the
specific needs occur.

Additional criteria for this room will include the stipulations noted in Section 3 under the heading:
“Meeting, Conference, Briefing & Classrooms”.

The Copy & Supply area is an open space, accessible from all sides and should provide counter height
cabinetry along one wall to accommodate storage of office supplies and related materials as well as a
counter surface for equipment.

Work table(s) provided for layout and assembly of materials being prepared should be counter height for
ease of access.

The adjacency diagram also indicates a Service Counter within this space which may be stand-alone along
an appropriate wall or incorporated into/with the referenced counter; to accommodate a counter sink,
beverage/coffee service, and perhaps a microwave and under counter type refrigerator.

Additional information regarding this space is provided in Section 3 under the heading “Copy & Supply
Areas”.

The Secure Storage & Records room will include open floor area(s) for bulk items, surplus equipment, etc.,
library type shelving, open shelving racks and built-in and/or metal cabinetry that can be locked for
safekeeping of documents/materials needing to be secured.
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The Polygraph Suite will consist of an entrance area, and open seating area where interviews can be
conducted prior to the actual polygraph exam.

While the entire suite must include sound absorbent carpeting and acoustic ceiling material, the walls and
space above the ceiling must be sound proof to mitigate speech being heard outside the room or noise
from outside entering and disrupting active testing.

The CID adjacency diagram identifies five (5) Interview rooms wherein Detectives will interview suspects,
arrestees, witnesses, and at times, victims.

Each room can accommodate up to four (4) adults with seating suitable to the situation addressed.

Three of these Interview rooms are to be characterized as “hard”; i.e. sealed concrete floors, painted
concrete block or precast walls, and like (or similar) material for ceiling, with overhead lighting controlled
from the outside of the rooms.

Furnishings available for use in these rooms should include a table and up to four (4) chairs.

Two (2) Interview rooms, illustrated in the adjacency diagram on each side of the “Viewing” room, are to
be characterized as “soft”; i.e. to include carpeting, painted drywall, and acoustical ceilings with
comfortable seating (upholstered or similar), side tables and overhead and task lighting capabilities
within.

The Viewing room should provide discreet views (no “full wall” one-way mirrors) into each Interview room
for 2-3 observers; overhead lighting should be on a rheostat and controlled from within the Viewing room.

All Interview rooms will have windows in the door and/or walls adjacent the corridor.

The interviewee Restroom (RR) will be ADA compliant and include a single water closet and a hand sink
with overhead lighting and with ventilation and floor drain.
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Comments: [SID]

The Public Entrance & Seating area is intended for visitors having business with or wishing to speak with
SID personnel.

As noted, those visitors will have entered the building at the Public Lobby and been escorted to the SID
offices by Department personnel.

A private Interview room is adjacent the seating area and should be able to comfortably accommodate 56 adults.

The office designated for the Lieutenant will comply with the requirements noted in Section 3 for “Private
Offices”.

The Lieutenant’s Office should include a window to enable a view of the Public Entrance, as well as a
window in the Office door to provide a view of the open “bay” of the Detectives work spaces.

There are eight (8) open work spaces in the center of the SID area designated for SID Detectives, which
will comply with the requirements noted in Section 3 for “Open Work Spaces”.

The space designated as Visiting L.E. (Law Enforcement) are the same as those identified within CID i.e.
sized for two (2) Open Work Spaces per Section 3 or arranged as needed for up to four (4) officers at
smaller work tables or desks.

The Copy & Supply area is open on the side facing the Detectives’ work spaces, and should provide counter
height cabinetry along one wall to accommodate storage of office supplies and related materials as well
as a counter surface for equipment; facsimile machine, etc.

The adjacency diagram also indicates a Service Counter for this space which may be stand-alone along an
appropriate wall or incorporated into/with the referenced counter; to accommodate a hand sink,
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beverage/coffee service, and perhaps a microwave and under counter type refrigerator.

The Equipment room should include table top, open shelving and moveable and/or fixed cabinetry for the
organization and storage of the items used by SID personnel in the course of their work; i.e. electronics,
various tools and equipment, special clothing, etc.

Include also, within the Equipment room, some open floor area(s) for bulk items, surplus equipment, etc.

The Records room will include library type open shelving and built-in and/or metal cabinetry that can be
locked for safekeeping of documents/materials needing to be secured.

The Audio-Visual room will serve as a "hub" for receiving and monitoring surveillance of remote
transmission of images from within the designated Interview rooms within the building, as well as at
designated locations throughout the City.

Include ample bench level electrical outlets for equipment as well as open wall space for mounting of flatscreen monitors for observing activities being monitored.
The SID adjacency diagram identifies four (4) Interview rooms wherein Detectives will interview suspects,
arrestees, witnesses, and at times, victims.

Each room can accommodate up to four (4) adults with seating suitable to the situation addressed.

Two (2) of these Interview rooms are to be characterized as “hard”; i.e. sealed concrete floors, painted
concrete block or precast walls, and like (or similar) material for ceiling, with overhead lighting controlled
from the outside of the rooms.

Furnishings available for use in these rooms should include a table and up to four (4) chairs.
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The two (2) remaining Interview rooms, illustrated in the adjacency diagram on each side of the Viewing
room, are to be characterized as “soft”; i.e. to include carpeting, painted drywall, and acoustical ceilings
with comfortable seating (upholstered or similar), side tables and overhead and task lighting capabilities
within.

The Viewing room should provide discreet views (no “full wall” one-way mirrors) into each Interview room
for 2-3 observers; overhead lighting should be on a rheostat and controlled from within the Viewing room.

All Interview rooms will have windows in the door and/or walls adjacent the corridor.

The interviewee Restroom (RR) will be ADA compliant and include a single water closet and a hand sink
with overhead lighting and ventilation and floor drain.

The Staff Entrance identified in the SID adjacency diagram serves as the entry vestibule for personnel
assigned to the Investigations Unit; both CID & SID; and is directly accessible to/from the staff parking
area adjacent the building.

Once inside the entrance, Detectives will be able to secure their weapons in individual, wall mounted gun
lockers; (number of lockers to be determined at time of design).

Detectives escorting arrestees, suspects or others into the building will be able to access referenced
interview rooms within either the CID or SID areas.
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Building Component Area: PATROL & SCU

Space List-Patrol
Area/Space
Public Access & Seating
Interview
Patrol Secretary
Supply
Platoon Office
Seargents
Visiting LE
Briefing
Charging Area
Warrants
Staging
Patrol Equipment
Reports
Service w/Seating
Interview
Interviewee Restroom
Janitor Closet

Space List-SCU
Captain
Lieutenant
SCU Equipment
Meeting/Staging
SCU Gear
SC K-9 Office
K-9 Decon

Max/Space
4
2-3
2
1
4
4
2-3
18
2-3
2-3
8-10
1
8
8-10
2-3
1
1

NSF
120
96
120
108
320
144
160
480
12
8
136
200
204
120
80
70
60

No. Spaces
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
21

Total NSF
120
96
120
108
640
144
320
480
12
8
136
200
204
120
240
70
60
3078

4
3
2
10-12
3
3
2-3

156
132
240
288
54
260
260

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
7

156
132
240
288
54
260
260
1390

Comments: [PATROL]

The Public Access & Seating area is intended for visitors having business with or wishing to speak with
Patrol or SCU personnel.
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As noted, those visitors will have entered the building at the Public Lobby and been escorted to the Patrol
& SCU offices by Department personnel.

A private Interview room is adjacent the seating area and should be able to comfortably accommodate 34 adults.

The Secretary’s office arrangement will include a window to enable a view of the Public Seating area and
door to the Interview room.
The Secretary’s office will comply with the requirements noted in Section 3 for “Private Offices”.

Direct access will be provided between the Secretary’s office and the Supply room; which will include
built-in shelving on which to organize and maintain office supplies for both Patrol and SCU.

Include a counter height work table within the room to enable breakdown and sorting of supplies prior to
storage and/or distribution.

Two (2) rooms designated “Platoon 1 & 4” and “Platoon 2 & 3” will include four (4) open work spaces each
to accommodate the Captain and Lieutenant responsible for each of the designated Patrol shifts.

Each of the eight (8) total work spaces will be consistent with the requirements described under “Open
Work Spaces” in Section 3.

On-duty Platoon Sergeants will have access to the Sergeants room to complete incident reports, shift
paperwork, etc. as needed.

Seating will be provided at tables or desks, and the four (4) work spaces will be open within the room,
however, will not require the designated unencumbered work space specified for Open Work Spaces in
Section 3.
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The Briefing room will be able to seat 24 adults at tables for pre-shift briefings.

Additional criteria for this room will include the stipulations noted in Section 3 under the heading:
“Meeting, Conference, Briefing & Classrooms”.

The area labeled Warrants just outside the Briefing room will consist of a wall rack wherein warrants
pending service are placed for convenient pick-up by Patrol Officers.

The area labeled Chargers will provide a wall (rack-type) mounted series of battery charging bases for
body cameras carried by Department personnel while on duty; the first row of chargers should be
mounted no lower than 36-38 inches from the floor for ease of access.

Multiple electrical outlets will be required and mounted at heights that offer convenient and direct
connections by each charger base.

The number of chargers required should be determined during design after consultation with Patrol
Commanders.

The Staging area is open space to accommodate the gathering and circulation of personnel before and
immediately after Briefings and prior to departure from the building.

The staging area must be convenient to the designated Patrol exit/entrance to & from the building.

The Reports room will include built-in work stations for up to eight (8) officers; with each having its own,
conveniently accessible, desk-height computer and electrical outlet(s).
The room will also include space for a copier/printer and associated supplies.

It is intended that the Reports room be shared by both Patrol and SCU personnel.
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The Patrol Equipment room illustrated in the adjacency diagram should include table top, open shelving
and moveable and/or fixed cabinetry for the organization and storage of the items used by Patrol
personnel in the course of their work; i.e. electronics, various tools and equipment, etc.

The adjacency diagram shows a Service Counter adjacent the Sergeant’s room; the space will provide an
open counter with a hand-wash sink and counter level electrical outlet(s) to accommodate
beverage/coffee service which is intended to be shared by both SCU and Patrol personnel.

Comments: [SCU]
The offices designated for the SCU Captain and Lieutenant will comply with the requirements noted in
Section 3 for “Private Offices”.

The two (2) spaces designated Visiting L.E. (Law Enforcement) are sized the same as the CID Detective’s
offices and may be configured the same; i.e. two (2) open offices within; or arranged as needed, for up to
four (4) officers each at small individual or shared tables.

Visiting Law Enforcement may be present and utilize these spaces when working jointly with either SCU
or Patrol; or, working with both in a combined effort.

The SCU Equipment room should include table top, open shelving and moveable and/or fixed cabinetry
for the organization and storage of the items used by SCU personnel in the course of their work; i.e.
electronics, various tools and equipment, special clothing, etc.

A Meeting & Staging area is open space to accommodate the gathering and circulation of SCU personnel
before, during and immediately after staff meetings, issuance of assignments, pre-action response
logistics, etc.

The staging area must be convenient to the designated SCU exit/entrance to & from the building.
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SCU Gear space is intended for use by on-duty personnel to temporarily hang or store equipment or
clothing items; vests, jacket, etc. that need to be accessible to them during their shift.

The K-9 Office space is a single room that will include three (3) Open Work spaces (to comply with Section
3 requirements previously noted) for the Officers currently assigned Department K-9s’.

In addition to the Officer work spaces, comfortable and appropriately sized crates should be available for
each dog when they are in the room.

A sink within the room or water spigot immediately available outside and near the entrance to the room
should be available to provide water for the dogs.

While on duty, should the dogs come in contact with a substance or material that could be harmful to
them a double-wash “K-9 Decon” room is provided to administer to their decontamination.

The room should include two wash basins (or pools) a drying area, open shelving or cabinetry for supplies;
i.e. hose, wash materials and solutions, towels, etc.; and cabinetry for personal protection equipment for
those Officers administering the decontamination process.

The water spigot referenced should be most convenient to this room.

Provide adequate means of disposing of water used during decontamination and during equipment
cleanup following decontamination.

The Patrol & SCU adjacency diagram identifies three (3) Interview rooms wherein unit officers will be able
to interview suspects, and arrestees.

Each room can accommodate up to four (4) adults with seating suitable to the situation addressed.
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At this time, these Interview rooms are to be characterized as “hard”; i.e. sealed concrete floors, painted
concrete block or precast walls, and like (or similar) material for ceiling, with overhead lighting controlled
from the outside of the rooms.

Furnishings available for use in these rooms should include a table and up to four (4) chairs.

All Interview rooms will have windows in the door and/or walls adjacent the corridor.

The interviewee Restroom (RR) will be ADA compliant and include a single water closet and a hand sink
with overhead lighting and ventilation and floor drain.

Although there were no “soft” Interview rooms suggested, should Patrol or SCU Officers wish to interview
a witness or victim in less than the “hard” environment suggested, the private Interview room adjacent
the internal Public Seating area would be available.

[The remainder of this page intentionally left blank]
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Building Area Component: CRIME SCENE

Space List
Area/Space
Vehicle Processing
CS Vehicle
Evidence Lockers
Staging & Unloading
Processing
Secure Evidence Storage
Video Tech.
Analysts
Copy/Prnt
Supply
Service Counter
Office
Access & Receiving

Max/Space
3
3
2
3
2
1
1
4
1
1
1
4
2

NSF
960
640
264
468
360
128
140
320
80
160
24
156
64

No. Spaces
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
13

Total NSF
960
640
264
468
360
128
140
320
80
160
24
156
64
3764

Comments:

Access to the Crime Scene area is via adjacent secure staff corridor at Counter location, which is also
convenient to the staff only “courtyard” parking area.

Access to the Crime Scene area will be controlled from within by assigned personnel either electronically
or manually.

The offices designated for the Sergeant and Video Technician will comply with the requirements noted in
Section 3 for “Private Offices”.

The Copy area will provide for a combination copy/print/scanner for office use and include an adjacent
counter or counter height table to enable layout and sorting of materials being worked with.
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Supply room should include table top, open shelving and the “rotating” cabinetry currently in use, for the
organization and storage of the many items used by Crime Scene personnel, as well as the many
Investigators and Patrol Division Officers in the course of their work.

There are four (4) open work spaces grouped together in the area labeled Analysts, which will comply with
the requirements noted in Section 3 for “Open Work Spaces”.

Provide natural light via windows in the Sergeant’s office and the Analysts work area.

Service Counter space is provided convenient to the major work areas and should include a sink and
adequate electrical service to accommodate beverage/coffee service and perhaps a microwave and under
counter type refrigerator.

The area identified as Evidence Lockers is a room that will be available to Patrol, SCU, and Investigating
Officers to safely deposit any evidence they have collected in secure lockers within the area; it will be
accessible, via issued card-key, from the adjacent staff parking area.
Once the evidence item(s) with accompanying paperwork are deposited into the appropriate locker and
that compartment is locked, it will remain secure and untouched until it is retrieved by Property &
Evidence personnel, typically each morning.

As illustrated in the adjacency diagram, there is a counter available upon entry to provide a writing surface
for officers to complete paperwork that will accompany their evidence, as well as a computer keyboard
and monitor to allow the officers to record case information pertaining to the items deposited.

While it is intended that the door from the parking area into the Evidence Lockers area will not allow
access into the Crime Scene work space (or the building proper); simply access to the Evidence Lockers; a
roll-up or sliding door (that can be secured) may be considered at the counter between the Crime Scene
area and the Evidence Lockers should officers depositing evidence need to consult with or seek assistance
from Crime Scene Analysts.

The “Vehicle Process” area is a garage-type space that will enable Analysts to bring in vehicles seized at a
crime scene that need to be processed for evidence in a space that is free of interruptions caused
inclement weather, keep the vehicle from being disturbed, and insure the integrity of the process itself.
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Heating, air conditioning, ventilation and lighting will be very important, however, this room should have
no windows in any wall or the garage entry door as privacy to work and security of the vehicle will be
important.

Compressed air and a water hose spigot will be required in this area.

Space within should be designated for various types of tools, cutting equipment, vehicle jacks, and hand
trucks; provide also a small work area within with computer and hardline telephone access, as well as a
work table or tables to enable Analysts to more closely examine smaller parts or components of any
vehicle that might be examined.

Provide a wash sink and storage cabinetry for cleaning solutions, hand soap and any similar chemicals that
may be used.

Finishes should include a sealed concrete floor with trench-type grated floor drain and painted concrete
block (or similar) walls.

The security capabilities of the overhead garage door and frame should be consistent in grade and
integrity with the building’s perimeter structure; Crime Scene personnel have requested that the door be
operated manually versus electronically/remotely.

The space identified as Crime Scene Vehicle is intended for the vehicle used by the Analysts when
responding to a crime scene; it carries the equipment tools and materials they require to assess and
analyze crime scenes, as well as space within to hold evidence collected for transport back to the Crime
Scene offices for processing.

The garage space will enable Analysts to access, clean, and resupply the vehicle out of the weather as well
unload evidence collected directly from the vehicle to (and from) the adjacent Staging and Unloading area.
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Space within should be designated for open shelving as well as enclosed cabinetry for the storage of
specialized equipment that may not be used in every instance, as well as adequate supplies to enable
restocking of the vehicle as needed.

Again, a finished and sealed concrete floor and painted concrete block (or similar) walls are appropriate
as well as system HVAC and overhead lighting as provided in the Vehicle Process area.

The Staging & Unloading area is an open space between the Crime Scene Vehicle garage and the
Processing room that will allow for the convenient unloading, cataloging, staging and inspection of
evidence items collected.

Movable tables and open shelving units will be able to be arranged within the area to accommodate the
type, size and quantity of evidence that is received.

Flooring in this area should include a non-slip, durable, and easy to clean surface.

Provide, along the “back” wall (adjacent Property & Evidence) six (6) full-height gear lockers for use by
Analysts; also include a hand-wash sink along this wall.

Once items of evidence have been cataloged they will be moved to the Processing Room for further, more
detailed, examination.

A built-in counter height work surface should be provided along one wall for computer(s) and other
equipment; with cabinetry above and below for storage of commonly used materials and supplies.

Provide no less than two (2) open, under-counter spaces to provide legroom for Analysts who choose to
sit at the counter while working within the room.

Provide for a small hand sink at an appropriate location in the built-in countertop.
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Electrical outlets should be provided to accommodate the equipment designated for use within the area
both at standard floor height, at counter height and, as directed by Crime Scene personnel, a moveable,
ceiling-mounted drop-cord from above.

The significant equipment utilized in this area will include but not be limited to:









Stainless steel table(s)
Ventilation tank; requiring a floor drain
Biohazard dryer cabinet; requiring a hose spigot and a floor drain
Firearms discharge “shoot” tank
Stainless steel deep sink
An adjustable height table for photographing evidence
Moveable tool chest able to be taken/used at individual work stations as required.

Work table(s) provided for layout and assembly of materials being prepared should be counter height for
ease of access.

A ventilation system that will exhaust air from this room when required will be important.

It is recommended that this room be zoned separately for air conditioning and heating with thermostat
controls located within the room.

It will be required that this room be able to be totally darkened; i.e. “black”; to accommodate certain
procedures, without any light penetration whatsoever.

Flooring in this area should include a non-slip, durable, and easy to clean surface and include a floor drain.

The Secure room will accommodate the storage of evidence for which processing is on-going; and may
include individual, easily cleaned cabinetry, open shelving and tables, or closet type spaces.
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As noted in the Adjacency diagram there is a direct connection between Crime Scene and Property &
Evidence, which is suggestive of the significant working relationship between these building components;
additional discussion is included in the Property & Evidence section that follows.

[The remainder of this space intentionally left blank]
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Building Component Area: PROPERTY & EVIDENCE

Space list
Area/Space
Homicide/Capital Crimes
Decon
Janitor
Restroom
Break Area
Staging
Entry
Office
Files
Public Reclaim
Cash/Weapons
Narcotics
To be Destroyed
Warehouse

Max/Space
1
1
1
1
2-3
2
2-3
3
1
2-3
1
1
1
1-2

NSF
420
30
30
60
120
100
120
156
120
156
156
252
234
1620

No. Spaces
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
14

Total NSF
420
30
30
60
120
100
120
156
120
156
156
252
234
1620
3574

Comments:

As noted in the previous narrative, Property & Evidence is adjacent and connected directly to the Crime
Scene area. It is also located “across” and/or “along” the illustrated building corridor from Patrol & SCU
and Investigations; see Building Concept diagram, page 59.

The functionality provided by the proximity of these four building components is essential and must be
maintained during design development.

The Entry to Property & Evidence is adjacent the referenced corridor convenient to the Investigations and
Patrol & SCU areas, and convenient to the building entrance from the internal staff “courtyard” parking
area.
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Access to the Property & Evidence area will be controlled from within by assigned personnel either
electronically or manually.

During hours when Property & Evidence personnel are on duty, evidence can be passed over the counter
between the Entry and Receiving & Staging areas; after hours, or times that Property & Evidence
personnel are not available, the Counter pass-through will be secured and locked via drop-down or sliding
door; during these times Investigations and Patrol & SCU Officers will deposit evidence in the accessible
Evidence Lockers provided within the Crime Scene area.

Public Reclaim is a room outside the secure perimeter of the Property & Evidence area, accessible from
the Entry, where individuals can reclaim and sign for personal property that had been taken in and
processed as evidence in a crime.

In that policy dictates that no visitor will go beyond the Public Lobby without being escorted, Property &
Evidence personnel may either meet the individual in the Public Lobby and escort them to and from
Property Reclaim with their property or, depending upon the size and number of items, may choose to
transport the property to the Lobby via mobile cart and handle paperwork and transfer of item(s) there.

Locate the Receiving & Staging area on the opposite side of the Counter from the (Officer) Entry, to
accommodate the examination, staging, and processing of evidence entering or leaving the Property &
Evidence area.

The designated Office will comply with the requirements noted in Section 3 for “Private Offices”.

The Files room, accessible from within the Office, will include lockable cabinetry and open shelf storage
for Property & Evidence records; include also moveable or built-in cabinetry for office supplies.

The Restroom will include one (1) water closet and one (1) lavatory and be compliant with the relevant
system requirements for “Restrooms” noted in Section 3.

Provide an ADA/OSHA compliant Decontamination Shower (DECON) w/drying area, include floor drain,
ventilation and easy to clean surfaces
68
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The Janitor Closet will include a deep sink and/or bucket and mop wash basin, floor drain and ventilation
with built-in shelving to accommodate paper products and cleaning supplies.
The Homicide & Long-Term area is designated for evidence relevant to homicide and serious capital
offenses for which statutes dictate the evidence that must be kept, if not indefinitely, for long periods of
time.

The evidence will (typically) be boxed and maintained on open, adjustable/moveable shelving units.

The Narcotics room is designated for storage of narcotics and drugs seized from arrested individuals
and/or collected at crime scenes, and typically will also include packaging materials, paraphernalia, weight
scales, etc. associated with those crimes.

The evidence also will (typically) be boxed and maintained on open, adjustable/moveable shelving units

The Cash & Valuables Vault and Firearms room will include a combination safe for cash & valuables; i.e.
jewelry, etc. and both floor racks and open shelving for firearms.

The “To Be Destroyed” area will be an enclosed room wherein (predominately) firearms and narcotics,
slated for destruction are accumulated until the quantity is substantial enough to transport to the
designated destruction facility.

The Warehouse area is the largest single room wherein most of the evidence and property is held; the
preferred method of storage is enclosed cabinetry versus open shelving.

The Open Work Area within the warehouse is intended to provide space for tables when separating,
collecting or re-cataloging items for storage or removal from inventory.
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The Open Work Area can also be used to provide open floor space or open shelving to accommodate
items that do not fit into the enclosed cabinetry suggested.
The floors in the five (5) storage rooms can be finished and sealed concreate, with walls consisting of
painted concrete block (or similar)

Air circulation within the Property & Evidence area will be important, particularly a means of activating
mechanical ventilation to the outside from the evidence storage areas.

It is anticipated that a bar-code system will be used for cataloging and maintaining the inventory of
property and evidence that is held; the subsequent bar-code reader must be hand held and if possible,
cordless; if not, ports must be provided in every room, including several in the warehouse, to provide
power connections for the reader when used throughout the area.
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[Remainder of this space intentionally left blank.]
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Building Component Area: TRAINING & STAFF SUPPORT

Space List
Area/Space
Training Officer (Sergeant)
(Visiting/Future)
Copy/Work & Supply
Training Records
Classroom
Classroom Storage
Physical Training (PT)
PT Storage
Simulator/Multipurpose
Simulator/Multipurpose Storage
Fitness
Lockers-Male
Lockers-Female
Restrooms-Male
Showers-Male
Restrooms-Female
Showers-Female
Breakroom
Respite Room
Janitor Closet
Staff Entrance

Max/Space
4
4
2
1
50
2
24
2
AR
2
12
124
50
6
4
3
2
20
2
1
3

NSF
156
156
252
84
1280
256
1280
256
768
192
768
1500
630
286
117
208
63
768
120
54
144

No. Spaces
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
22

Total NSF
156
156
252
84
1280
256
1280
256
768
192
768
1500
630
286
117
208
63
768
240
54
144
9458

Comments:

The offices designated for the Training Officer (Sergeant) and the Future/Visiting instructor will comply
with the requirements noted in Section 3 for “Private Offices”.

The Copy & Supply room will comply with the requirements noted in Section 3 for “Copy & Supply Areas”

The Training Records room will include file cabinets to accommodate training records and certifications
earned by Department personnel as well as open shelving for individual class and curriculum materials.
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The Classroom will be specifically equipped to comfortably accommodate up to fifty (50) adults at tables;
or 80-90 adults seated in chairs arranged auditorium style, without tables.

Flush-floor, covered, electrical outlets will be required (number to be determined during design) if
computer-based training is to occur.

Additional criteria for this room will include the stipulations noted in Section 3 under the heading
“Meeting, Conference, Briefing & Classrooms”.

Classroom Storage space will be accessible from within the classroom and allow for the storage of
additional chairs, tables-when not in use in the classroom, teaching aids, demonstration materials,
various equipment, moveable podium, raised seating dais, etc.
The (Physical Training) PT Classroom will be set up specifically to accommodate physical training; i.e.
baton, asp, self-defense, taser, etc. with fit-lock or similar rubber flooring tiles and absorbent wall hung
mats extending from floor level to a height of no less than seven (7) feet.

One wall can be left clear of hanging mats to accommodate display materials, flat screen, wall mountedmonitors for presentations and instructor presentations prior to actual physical activities.

There should be no protrusions of any kind extending from the walls on which the foam (or similar) mats
are hung.

Additional criteria for this room will include that noted in Section 3 under the heading “Meeting,
Conference, Briefing & Classrooms”.

PT Classroom Storage, accessible from within the classroom, will be available for the storage of chairs and
tables for use during formal instruction, extra flooring or mats, or mats when not in use, protection
padding for demonstrations, and various props used in active self-defense training scenarios.

Additional criteria for this room will include that noted in Section 3 under the heading “Meeting,
Conference, Briefing & Classrooms”.
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The Simulation/Multipurpose room is an open space that will provide the Department an on-site location
to assemble (and disassemble) any number of active live training environments (simulations) to further
enhance the training and capabilities of department personnel to critical incident, crisis/hostage, deescalation, shoot-don’t-shoot, use of force, tactical skills, shoot house and non-lethal, live fire
“simunitions” scenarios.

Simulation settings can either be built in place to address specific training objectives; i.e. multi-room
shoot-house; or purchased as a kit with provided wall partitions erected and utilized with interactive
videos.

Minimum Simulation/Multipurpose room ceiling height suggested is 10 feet.

Provide rheostat controls in all identified training rooms to permit Training personnel to vary the lighting
levels necessary to coincide with the conditions of the event/scenario being run.

Initially, include hard, durable wall and floor surfaces.

While the various simulation “set-ups” will vary in size and complexity, it is anticipated that 2-3 may
remain erected within the room at the same time, while others; for example, a simulated shoot-house
consisting of 4-5 rooms; may require most of the room’s space, requiring that other simulations be
disassembled and stored in the adjacent Storage room.

A permanent Fitness room will be provided for staff use to include designated areas within for stretching
& warmup activities as well as an array of both cardiovascular and strength training equipment.

Rubber “fit-lock” or similar durable rubber type flooring is preferred.

Provide cabling and adequate wall space to accommodate a flat screen television.
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Both the Men’s and Women’s Locker rooms will provide a full-size locker for each staff member; and
include convenient bench seating within.
If flooring is to include vitreous or similar type tile or finished and sealed concrete, the surface properties
of either must be “non-slip”.

Both the Men’s and Women’s Restrooms and Shower rooms are located outside but adjacent to the locker
rooms to allow easy access from training or fitness activities without having to go through the respective
locker room areas.

The Men’s Restroom will include one (1) handicapped water closet, two (2) regular water closets, three
(3) urinals, and six (6) lavatories; and comply with the criteria suggested in Section 3 under the heading
“Restrooms”.

The Men’s Shower room will include four (4) individual showers, each with a drying/dressing area within;
individual Shower room partitions should not to extend to the ceiling in order that each shower be able
to utilize the same heating, cooling, ventilation.

The Women’s Restroom will include one (1) handicapped water closet, two (2) regular water closets, and
three (3) lavatories; and comply with the criteria suggested in Section 3 under the heading “Restrooms”.

The Women’s Shower room will include two (2) individual showers, each with a drying/dressing area
within; individual Shower room partitions should not to extend to the ceiling in order that each shower
be able to utilize the same heating, cooling, ventilation.

The Breakroom will be available to employees of the Department at any time and to participants involved
with activities conducted in any of the training during participant breaks.

The Breakroom will include kitchen space; i.e. built-in counter to accommodate a stove top, wash sink and
spaces for a coffee maker, microwave, refrigerator and ice machine as well as cabinetry above and below.

A Vending area will provide machines offering drink, snack, and microwaveable products.
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Provide cabling and adequate wall space to accommodate a flat screen television.

A variety of seating types should be provided; traditional height round tables for 4-5, smaller “high-top”
tables for 1-2, and counter seating; ultimately to accommodate as many as 20-25 adults.

It is not unusual for Department personnel that respond to a critical incident or successive incidents that
their normal “work day” gets extended for many hours wherein time involved with the given situation on
scene and/or in office does not permit them an opportunity for a significant break; i.e. going “home” is
not an option; subsequently, the Training & Staff Support adjacency diagram that follows identifies two
(2) Respite rooms immediately adjacent to the Breakroom.

Each of these rooms is sized to accommodate two (2) individual bunks, or up to four (4) recliners, that will
provide personnel an opportunity for quiet and rest during such periods.

The location of the rooms is intentionally (somewhat) off the beaten path yet convenient to the lockers,
restrooms and showers as well as the break room.
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Building Component Area: CENTRAL SUPPLY & FLEET

Space List
Area/Space
Staff Entrance
Returns
Demo, Display & Issue
Dressing Rm
CDU Equipment Bags
Warehouse
Loading Dock
Receiving & Breakdown**
Clean-Up
Janitor Closet
Decon
Restroom
Ammunition
Armory
Armorer(s)
Supply
Equipment & Workroom**
File Room
Key Control
Secretary
Quartermaster
Records
Fleet Asst.
Remote (On-Site)
Vehicle/Trailer Bays
Fleet Vehicle Upfitting
Car Wash
Mechanical Equipment (Car Wash)

Max/Space
2-3
1
2-3
1
AR
AR
2-3
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
AR
1
1
1
2
4
1
3

NSF
120
108
200
20
792
960
136
132
24
60
30
60
96
120
132
180
132
120
132
120
168
96
132

No. Spaces
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Total NSF
120
108
200
40
792
960
136
132
24
60
30
60
96
120
132
180
132
120
132
120
168
96
132

2
2-3
AR
1

336
672
288
140

6
1
1
1
33

2016
672
288
140
7206

Comments:

The Staff Entry to Central Supply is freely accessible from the adjacent corridor which, in this concept,
runs between the Central Supply and SWAT building component areas and with access to the rest of the
building.
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Department personnel will typically come to Central Supply to pick up office supplies, or have issued or
replaced various uniform, leather or equipment items, etc.

Stepping into the Staff Entry will activate audio annunciation (doorbell) to alert Central Supply personnel
within the building of the presence of a visitor.

The only non-Department personnel expected in this area may be vendors, who would be escorted to the
area by Central Supply personnel, and delivery vehicle drivers needing access to the loading dock.

City Public Works/Building Maintenance personnel will have work space adjacent to Central Supply and
will, from time to time, require access to meet deliveries at the Loading Dock and may work temporarily
within the Breakdown and Pre-distribution area.

The Returns room, adjacent the Staff Entry, will serve as a temporary repository for items returned by
Department personnel that are no longer needed or need to be replaced; i.e. equipment, uniform parts,
seasonal clothing, etc.

The room will also provide Central Supply personnel the opportunity, with the dedicated space, to assess
the condition of the items returned, document their return, and determine the future status of the
item(s); i.e. clean and return to inventory, destroy, and/or replace.

The Secretary’s office arrangement will enable a view through the office window to the entrance door of
the Staff Entry area, and a clear view and means by which to communicate with the visitor in a normal
tone of voice at the counter window itself.

The offices designated for the Secretary, Quartermaster, and Fleet Assistant will comply with the
requirements noted in Section 3 for “Private Offices”.

Once within Central Supply there are two (2) Dressing Rooms, labeled as DR, which Department personnel
may use to try on uniform pants, shirts, etc. to verify size appropriateness.
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The dressing rooms are essentially 4-sided, partitioned cubicles that are private, however, partitions are
intended to be open at the “top” and not extend to the area’s ceiling.

The Demo, Display & Issue area noted in the adjacency diagram, is an open space intended to provide
seating at a table and/or counter height display surfaces to facilitate vendors demonstrating their
products, displays of available supplies, and to layout uniform items and equipment pending issue to
personnel.

The Supply room should include table top, open built-in shelving and cabinetry for the organization and
storage of the array of office supplies, printer cartridges, pre-printed forms, vehicle fuses, lightbulbs, invehicle equipment items, flashlight batteries, etc. used by Department personnel.

Include also in this area a “packaging station”, with a counter or counter height table and adjacent area
for storage of packaging materials that may be needed for shipping.

The Key Control room will provide for the secure and organized storage of duplicate key sets for each
vehicle assigned to the Police Department; the record of each key set and the vehicle to which it pertains
shall be cataloged and maintained in either digital and/or paper hardcopy format.

Likewise, this room should also provide for the secure and organized storage of duplicate “hard”
(traditional metal) keys issued to any door in the building that has a manual lock and meet the same
criteria for cataloging the door/key reference as stipulated above.

Provide within this room a drafting type (or similar) table on which to permanently store (flat) a complete
set of the building’s architectural construction drawings to enable easy location of the locks for which the
cataloged key sets correspond, also, for convenient accessibility by Building Maintenance personnel.

The Workroom should provide for a work bench, shadow board and cabinetry for the storage of tools and
open shelving for maintaining replacement parts, supplies, etc.
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Also, allocate open floor space for the storage of hand carts, pallet jack(s), battery charger, etc.

The Armorers room will include two (2) open work stations within, designed for weapon repair and firearm
maintenance.

The bench-top on which the armorers work should be 26”-30” deep and no less than 4 feet wide; and
include a combination of peg-board type space for the attachment of individual weapon racks, and/or
tools that are commonly used, as well as a series of easily accessed small drawers or open bins that can
hold the variety of parts necessary in the repair and maintenance of various weapons handled.

Include adequate ventilation in the room to remove any accumulation of fumes generated by the
solvents/cleaning solutions used, as well as containers suitable for the disposal of cleaning cloths that
have been soiled with the same liquids.

Access to this room should be limited to the Department’s designated/certified armorers, unless
otherwise directed by Administration.

The Armory will provide for the storage of firearms and related equipment not yet issued to Department
personnel and will include upright storage of rifle and special duty weaponry as well as either wall
mounted or open shelving for hand guns; open shelf or cabinet storage may also be appropriate for flashbang, smoke grenades and similar specialized weaponry.

Equipment such as ASP batons or traditional batons will typically be issued from the Warehouse along
with uniforms and leather.

The Ammunition storage room should include durable shelving to accommodate (typically) cased
ammunition.

The Loading Dock will be accessible for vendor deliveries and will be an open area, covered via overhang
extending from the building, and able to accommodate multiple packages or bulk items; i.e. pallets of
paper, etc.
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A security grade overhead, garage-type door will enable easy access and movement of goods received
into the Breakdown & Pre-distribution area.

The Breakdown & Pre-distribution area will be predominately an open room with durable counter height
table or counter space for placing large packages that need to be broken down before storage or
distribution.

Provide adequate open area(s) within to maneuver pallets via hydraulic (or other) type jack as well as
room for the storage of open rolling carts for moving merchandise received into the warehouse or
elsewhere as needed.

The area labeled Warehouse will ultimately include open shelving, clothing/uniform racks, drawer
storage, and enclosed moveable or built-in cabinetry to accommodate the organization, storage,
maintenance, and issuance and stocking of the materials within.

The specific type and distribution of shelving, clothing racks and cabinetry storage should comply with the
Department Quartermaster’s recommendations provided during schematic design.

The basis for the suggested Warehouse overall size assumed included 18-24 inch (deep) shelving, placed
at adjustable intervals vertically of 12-24 inches as needed, with the maximum height of the shelving unit’s
top shelves being 80-84 inches.

Pending a detailed assessment by the Department Quartermaster during design, the total linear feet of
open clothing racks (on hangers) needed, based on the current number of Department employees and
the observed quantity of uniform and clothing items of all types in inventory, is estimated at 80-100 feet.

The Janitor Closet will include a deep sink and/or bucket and mop wash basin, floor drain and ventilation
with built-in shelving to accommodate paper products and cleaning supplies.
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The Clean-up area can be an open space directly accessible from the Warehouse floor, to include a
stainless-steel sink, counter space, minimal cabinetry/shelving for soap/cleansers, towel dispenser and
clothes hook.

An OSHA compliant Decontamination Shower (DECON) w/drying area will be provided and include floor
drain, ventilation and easy to clean surfaces

The Restroom will include one (1) water closet and one (1) lavatory and be compliant with the relevant
system requirements for “Restrooms” as noted in Section 3.

The area in the accompanying adjacency diagram titled CDU Equipment Bags is intended to hold the “Civil
Disturbance Unit” gear and equipment of each sworn member of the Department, who may be called to
respond to a major incident or disturbance within the City limits of Danville.

It is intended that built-in, open cubicles; measuring approximately 24 inches high x 24 inches wide x 36
inches deep; be available for each individual bag.

And, that the cubicles be mounted/built along each “long” wall at a height of no greater than two (2)
cubicles high; i.e. approximately 4’-2” above the floor.

Six (6) Vehicle/Trailer Bays, illustrated in the second adjacency diagram, are intended to house the special
vehicles and trailers identified on the Department’s vehicle Inventory; the basis for the single bay size: 12’
x 28’; whether erected as six (6) individual bays or as a single building, should be determined during design.

The Fleet Vehicle Upfitting space, shown adjacent to the vehicle/trailer bays, is a garage type space that
will enable contracted personnel to up-fit new and re-fit existing Department vehicles on the premises.

Heating, air conditioning, ventilation and lighting will be important; as well, access to compressed air will
be necessary in this area.
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Space within should also be allocated for a work bench and storage for various tools, vehicle jacks, etc.

Provide a wash sink and storage y for cleaning solutions, hand soap and any solvents that may be used.

Sealed concrete is an appropriate floor finish; a floor drain should be included.

The accompanying adjacency diagram also illustrates a Car Wash and an adjacent Mechanical space
allocation for mechanical equipment that would be associated with the car wash.

Notes:
The “Remote (On-Site)” facilities identified in the Central Supply & Fleet space list; Vehicle/Trailer Bays,
Fleet Vehicle Upfitting, Car Wash, and Mechanical Equipment are not intended to be part of the “main”
building. Which is why they are shown where they are on the Site Concept diagram (page 70).

Questions that will need to be addressed during design will include:





Can the vehicles and trailers be accommodated in one large open building versus six (6) individual
bays?
Can the Fleet Vehicle Upfitting space be attached to the larger building versus separate as
illustrated?
Would a pre-fabricated metal building be acceptable versus block/brick as suggested for the main
building?

For purposes of this report, the combined GSF of these spaces (4,051) is included in the estimate of
probable costs; Section 5, page 70. at the same dollar per square foot rate as the main building.
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Building Component Area: SWAT

Space List
Area/Space
Lockers & Assembly
Armory
Restroom
Equipment & Supply
Vehicle

Max/Space
20-30
2
4
2
AR

NSF
1330
96
104
330
576

No. Spaces
1
1
1
1
1
5

Total NSF
1330
96
104
330
576
2436

Comments:

SWAT Team members will have individually assigned lockers for issued gear and special clothing accessible
upon entry to the Lockers & Assembly area; open dressing area(s) and bench seating will be available
convenient to the lockers.

Seating for up to 18 adults at tables will be provided within the area and face the Briefing Area platform
at the front of the room.

The briefing platform will be elevated and include illustration and writing surfaces, with wall mounted flat
screen monitor(s) to illustrate details and information pertaining to the pending incident response.

In that additional federal, state and local law enforcement agencies often team with the Police
Department for these responses, the Lockers & Assembly room should be sized to accommodate up to a
maximum of 36 adults, in full response gear.

Specialized weaponry, not routinely issued, will be stored in space identified as Armory.

The Restroom will include one (1) water closet, three (3) urinals and three (3) lavatories and be compliant
with the relevant system requirements for “Restrooms” noted in Section 3.
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The Equipment & Supply room will provide open shelving, enclosed cabinetry, and open floor space to
accommodate the various/specialized equipment that may be required for the incident occurring as well
as consumable supplies commonly used during similar incidents.

Include also in this room an adequately sized ice machine and corresponding electrical outlet and floor
drain.

The vehicle garage should be adjacent the referenced spaces and within the building.

It should include adequate ventilation, share HVAC with adjacent spaces and include adequate overhead
lighting, and a floor drain.

Should it be necessary to start the engine of the SWAT vehicle and run it for any length of time in the
garage without opening the garage door, provide an exhaust hose that vents exhaust directly to the
outside until the vehicle exits the building.

Cabinetry or durable shelving may be included within the garage to accommodate loading/unloading of
equipment, replenishment of supplies, etc.
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Building Component Area: BUILDING SUPPORT

Space List
Area/Space
Staff Restrooms
Custodial
Cable & Communications
Electrical
Building Maintenance

Max/Space
4
2
1-2
1-2
2-3

NSF
120
180
135
135
640

No. Spaces
2
1
1
1
1
6

Total NSF
240
180
135
135
640
1330

Comments:
While several building component areas have a restroom within their area the major cluster of staff
restrooms are adjacent the Department Locker rooms, convenient to the Training, Fitness, and Break
areas; and illustrated on the component and whole-building adjacency concepts on the “right” side of the
building.

A second set of staff dedicated Restrooms are located convenient to the Investigations, Patrol and SCU
areas on the “left” side of the whole-building concept diagram on page59.

These Restrooms will include four (4) positions in the Men’s room and three (3) positions in the Women’s
room and be compliant with the relevant system requirements for “Restrooms” noted in Section 3.

The Custodial room will include a deep sink and/or bucket and mop wash basin within, a small desk/work
area, open shelving for bulk storage of paper products and cleaning supplies, and open floor space for
storage of rolling carts and other equipment; i.e. floor buffer, vacuum(s), etc.; include a floor drain and
adequate room ventilation.
The Cable & Communications and Electrical areas shown adjacent the Custodial room are space
“allowances” for rooms from which these systems can be (somewhat) centralized for distribution
throughout the facility; the actual location of these rooms within the facility will be determined by the
building’s designer once he/she determines the referenced systems’ requirements.
The Building Maintenance space will accommodate personnel from the Building Maintenance Division of
the City’s Public Works Department assigned to address routine and as-needed maintenance within the
building.
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The whole-building concept diagram (page 59) shows the location of the Building Maintenance space as
“below” the Central Supply & Fleet area, which will address the identified priorities for the space:





Convenient access to & from the space
Adjacent parking for Department vehicle(s)
Direct and convenient access to the Loading Dock (Central Supply & Fleet area)
Direct access, via primary corridor, to all areas within the building

As noted in the adjacency diagram that follows, there is a single-position Restroom within the Building
Maintenance area, which will be compliant with the relevant system requirements for “Restrooms” noted
in Section 3
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SECTION 2. BUILDING SPACE SUMMARY

The Master Space List that follows is the culmination of the pages of space and area analyses that were
developed and documented here and are intended to serve as the basis for the facility that will ultimately
be designed and built. The combined net space totals are as follows:

Component Area

Public Access & Lobby
Administration
Records
Services
Investigations-CID
Investigations-SID
Patrol & SCU
Crime Scene
Property & Evidence
Training & Staff Support
Central Supply & Fleet
SWAT
Building Support
Total Building NSF

Component Area NSF

1868
2206
1668
2808
4504
2636
4468
3764
3574
9458
7206
2436
1330
47926

As addressed in Section 1, when wall thicknesses, plumbing chases, building corridors, interior mechanical
spaces, etc. are all considered, the total building area that results; and upon which the contractor will base
his/her construction bid; is the total “Gross Square Feet”, or GSF.

Utilizing a building multiplier of 30% (1.30) times the total NSF of 47,926 square feet, results in a total
building of 62,304 gross square feet (GSF).

It will be this number; 62,304 GSF; that is used as the basis for the development of the site requirements
(Section 4) as well as the estimate of probable construction and project related costs (Section 5).
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Facility Concept Diagram
Once the individual component area adjacency diagrams were completed and approved by the various
personnel assigned to and responsible for those areas, the work began that would eventually bring
together all the “pieces” into a single building concept. While the process to do so was at best a “trialand-error” effort, various concepts began to emerge, together with internal circulation patterns critical
to the Department’s work processes and day-to-day operations.

The diagram that resulted is illustrated on the page that follows.
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SECTION 3. BUILDING SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

The emphasis of this Section is to note the building’s system requirements; i.e. expectations; with regards
to the architecture, engineering, security and life safety system requirements for the included building
component areas and sub-areas to be included within the building, as well for the overall building itself.

First, is a subsection titled “Common Spaces” that includes comments and expectations of what is
expected for those type of spaces that occur numerous times in numerous places throughout the building.
For example; private and open offices; meeting, conference, briefing and classrooms; copy & supply areas;
restrooms; and service counters.

In neither sub-section are the comments intended to be all inclusive but rather attempt to emphasize the
concerns and interests of those who participated in the development of the information and that will
occupy and work within the building once it is constructed. The comments and descriptions included in
both sub-sections may be repeated in other sections of this document; i.e. the Building Component Area
descriptions; which is intentional.

COMMON SPACES

Private Offices
Responsibilities assigned, the need for privacy, legal requirements to assure confidentiality and the
security of information developed and maintained by Department personnel were among the issues
considered in identifying the need for private offices.

Offices shall be provided with doors that enable them to be locked when the occupant is not present.

The preferred locations of these offices are identified in the accompanying adjacency diagrams.
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While office sizes and internal furniture arrangements will vary, furnishings should accommodate
adequate work surfaces for the responsibilities assigned.

Offices shall accommodate additional seating within (beyond that of the assigned occupant) for typically
from two (2) to as many as six (6) adults; again, the number will depend upon the requirements of the
position and responsibilities assigned.

Glass may be used in office walls and/or doors to provide access to natural light and to allow others to
recognize when the room is occupied; the confidentiality issue referenced may be addressed via mounted
blinds, etched glass or other means when necessary.

Each office will be provided with overhead lighting as well as adequate and appropriately placed electrical
outlets to accommodate, computer, scanner and/or any related electrical devises used or assigned, as
well as individual task/area lighting fixtures.

Open Work Spaces
Open work spaces, unless otherwise directed by Department personnel, shall provide no less than 8 linear
feet, consisting of no less than 12 square feet, of unencumbered work surface, as well as open shelving,
and adequate cabinetry or other lockable space to appropriately secure work materials and personal
items when the assigned occupant is not present.
Open work spaces will have overhead lighting and electrical outlets, adequate in number and location, to
accommodate, computer, printer/copier, and any related electrical devises used or assigned, as well as
task/area lighting at each work station.

Meeting, Conference, Briefing & Classrooms
The accompanying space lists and adjacency diagrams indicate several rooms designated as Meeting,
Conference, Briefing and Classrooms. It is intended that these rooms include glass in walls and/or door
panels to permit views into the rooms from adjacent hallways as well as access to natural light where
available.
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Conversations and presentations occurring within these rooms must not interfere with activities occurring
in adjacent work spaces; enclosure walls should include appropriate design features, including materials
and finishes to mitigate noise interference into or from the room.

All Meeting, Conference, Briefing and Classroom spaces shall be equipped with built-in audio
visual/projection equipment and multiple mounted flat-screen monitors for viewing of presentations; the
size of the monitors should be determined based on the size of the space (room) and the number of
anticipated occupants.

Teleconferencing and video conferencing capabilities will be provided within each room as well.

Copy & Supply Areas
Whether these areas are enclosed, or open, counter height cabinetry should be provided along one “wall”
(side) to accommodate storage of materials as well as counter surfaces for equipment.

Electrical outlets should be provided to accommodate the equipment designated for use within the area
both at standard floor height as well as at counter height.

Work table(s) provided for layout and assembly of materials being prepared should be counter height for
ease of access.

Additional cabinetry above the referenced counter cabinetry should be provided to accommodate
additional accessible material and supply storage space.

Provide some open, under-counter space to provide legroom for personnel who may choose to sit at the
counter while working within the room.

Provide for a small hand sink at an appropriate location in the built-in countertop.

Restrooms
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All designated Restrooms in the facility will be ADA compliant.

Restrooms designated as “Public” will be available for use by visitors at the Public Lobby.

Fold-out or fixed changing tables will be provided in these Restrooms for convenience to visitors with
infant children.

Restrooms designated for “Staff” will be located at various locations within the building and assumedly
will also be used, on occasion, by professional or public visitors having business with Department
personnel and/or participating in training activities.

Restrooms should include ceramic or similar tile on walls at least to the height of the included fixtures; as
well as floor drains and adequate ventilation.

Service Counters
In several instances there are areas identified as “service counters” within individual component areas
which are intended to provide limited counter space, a sink and adequate electrical service to
accommodate beverage/coffee service and perhaps a microwave and under counter type refrigerator.

BUILDING SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
While specific building design requirements were rarely, if at all, discussed during the various rounds of
programming meetings, the more fervent expectations expressed for the new building (summarized and
paraphrased by the author) considered the following to be essential:



Emphasize function, personal and facility security, and operational efficiency.



Offer appropriate and up-to-date technology capable of handling current and anticipated future
workloads.



Utilize materials and construction methods that will endure and be economical to maintain for
the expected life of the building; that “life” being at least 40 years.
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Adjacencies & Circulation
Space adjacencies and circulation requirements developed during design will be consistent with the
building’s individual component area Adjacency Diagrams included in this document.

Architecture
The building should be attractive, consistent in design style and materials, and integrate well
with the setting and existing adjacent properties.

Construction materials; i.e. structural, building facade, internal high-use areas, and finishes
should provide long-lasting durability and ease of maintenance.

Building interior office areas should present an atmosphere of a professional business office
environment.

Natural lighting and views to the outdoors should be provided where possible and appropriate.

Offices should provide individual privacy; however, in general layout should yield a sense of openness
and freedom of movement between individual offices; i.e. long, uninterrupted corridors are
discouraged.

Interior materials and finishes should include:



Terrazzo, sealed vitreous tile, or similar material should be considered for corridors expecting to
carry the heaviest foot traffic; as well as for the its attractiveness and ease of maintenance.
In addition to floors, interior walls and surfaces heavily used by Department personnel should
include durable and easy to maintain finishes.



Commercial grade carpeting or carpet tiles are suggested for individual offices as well as large
open work areas and designated meeting, conference and briefing rooms.



Sheetrock is recommended as the predominate wall finish in offices & general use areas



Include paint and designated wall coverings where specified.
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Finished and sealed concrete or vinyl tile will generally be an acceptable floor finish in heavy use
area such as the Property & Evidence, the Central Supply Warehouse and Receiving and Predistribution areas, as well as spaces labeled “storage”, “maintenance”, “utility”, etc.; pending
owner approval.

All restrooms designated for public and staff will require impervious vitreous or quarry tile (or similar)
flooring and ceramic wall finishes to at least the height of the fixtures installed within.
Ceiling heights: the estimate of probable costs (Section __/Page__) was based on a single level building
with a twelve (12) foot story height; ceiling heights in areas such as the large training classrooms, the
Central Supply Warehouse, and perhaps Property & Evidence are often found to be higher in similar type
facilities. The design architect will stipulate the actual story height(s) during design development.
Acoustical treatment (sound-proofing) should be provided in ceilings and floors, and where appropriate,
between work areas and within walls to assure that privacy can be provided for in the following areas and
spaces:
 Administration offices
 Administration conference room
 Internal Affairs Captain’s office
 Interview rooms in Investigations Division; both CID & SID
 The Polygraph suite in CID w/further enhancement of Polygraph room within.
 Interview rooms in Patrol/SCU area
 The walls of the Simulation/Multipurpose room
 The wall between the Classroom and PT Classroom in the Training Area
 Other; as designated by Department personnel during design
The building should be handicapped accessible to both staff and visitors.

Engineering

Plumbing
Commercial grade vitreous china is suggested for toilet and lavatory fixtures in Restrooms.
The designated Men’s and Women’s Locker Rooms will include adjacent Restrooms; toilets, urinals, and
lavatories as appropriate; as well as individual Shower rooms which include drying areas within each.
Include appropriate connections and drainage for an ice machine in the large Break Room within the
Training & Staff Support component area, and in the SWAT area (Supply Room).
Floor drains shall be provided in all Restrooms, break areas and in the Locker Room’s within toilet and
shower areas, proximate to laundry equipment and the Clean-Up area in Central Supply; as well as
proximate to refrigerator, vending machines, etc. where called for.
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Janitor Closets will include a deep sink and/or bucket and mop wash basin, floor drain and ventilation.
Provide drinking fountains per code.
Lighting and Electrical

A back-up power generation system (or systems) will be provided on site, that will activate upon loss of
power from normal sources and provide service for up to four (4) hours for life safety purposes.
The functions served by the emergency power system should include egress lighting, fire alarms, fire pump
(if electric), security and essential communications, smoke evacuation equipment and computer
equipment.
Overhead lighting will be provided in all common areas, corridors, support spaces and in individual offices.
Outlets will be conveniently located in all offices and designated work areas to accommodate task lighting
as well as computers and related peripheral equipment.
In addition to those required by code, additional electrical outlets will be available at counter height in
rooms or areas where counters are included; for example; Copy & Supply rooms, break areas, individual
area Service Counters and particularly the charging station(s) in the Patrol & SCU area.
Overhead lighting will be provided in all common areas and individual offices.
Task lighting will be available at all designated work stations and individual offices.
Wiring to facilitate both computer and telephone connections will be available at all designated offices
and workstations.
In addition to all designated offices and workstations, multiple combination computer/phone jacks should
be provided in the Classrooms, the Simulation/Multipurpose Room, the Fitness room, and all designated
Conference, Meeting and Briefing rooms.
Wireless “public” internet access will be available to visitors where permitted; i.e. the Public Lobby and
the Community room.
A dedicated wireless and secure internet access will be available throughout the building for Department
personnel.
Specialized grounding and lightning diversion must be addressed for the building.
Exterior lighting will be provided at designated public and staff parking areas, at the public lobby entrance
to the building, and at all designated staff entrances.
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Any room/space within the building identified as “conference”, “meeting”, “classroom” “multipurpose”
or “training” will include wiring and related audio-visual controls for computer and projector
presentations and include large format, wall mounted, flat screen monitors for display of presentation
materials.

Tele/video conferencing capabilities, including receiving & projection of instructional webinars will also
be provided in each of these spaces.

Areas with special lighting needs due to their size, function or unique lighting requirements will include
the Community room, the large Briefing room in CID, the Briefing room in Patrol and the designated
Training rooms; lighting controls should allow for the varying of lighting levels within these rooms as may
be required for different activities/needs.
Television cabling will be provided in the Chief’s and Chief Deputy’s individual offices, the Administration
Conference Room, The Community room, the CID Briefing room, the Patrol Briefing room, the formal
Training Classroom and the Locker & Assembly room within the SWAT area; Department personnel may
suggest additional sites during design.
Conduit necessary to carry loads of computers located at all designated workstations will be
provided in conjunction with surge protection.

Mechanical
The building is to have central air conditioning/heating and be adequately ventilated.

An exhaust system for smoke removal should be provided.

Building HVAC must be adequately zoned and thermostatically controlled.

Fire & Life Safety

The building will be sprinkled.
Fire exits will be provided with signage per codes.
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Fire alarm (pull devices or other) will be located at locations/intervals per code requirements.
Provide for smoke removal.
A fire detection and alarm system will be provided that consists of manual pull stations and automatic
area detectors to comply with local and state life safety codes.
Manual pull stations will be located at exits and within maximum distances required per code.
Zones will be identified to coordinate with smoke control departments and provide annunciation when
sprinklers are activated.
Note that extinguishing methods, that use materials other than water, may be needed for the Records
storage room within the Police Records area.
Audible and visual alarms will be provided throughout the building during an evacuation.
All building fire alarms will be audible within the building and simultaneously annunciated in the City’s
911 Center.
The fire extinguishing system should include a fire pump, stand pipe risers, fire hose stations with fire
extinguishers, as well as the referenced sprinkler system.
Strategically locate fire extinguishers throughout the building.

Provide Automatic Electronic Defibrillators (AED’s) in at strategic locations throughout the building.

Security

Access from outside the building via designated “Staff Entrances”, will be by Department personnel only
and with an issued, individually assigned, security card-key used to activate and unlock the door they are
entering.

This card-key system will involve the issuance of coded, personalized employee identification cards which
when scanned by installed readers will allow the employee access to the building, secure and designated
private corridors, and common areas within the building.
Cards can be coded to allow varying levels of “clearance” based on an employee’s position and/or assigned
responsibilities.
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The system’s computer/base unit will record all activity in or out of the building and designated internal
spaces whenever a card is used.

In turn, the system will be able to produce reports regarding the same information for monitoring and
management purposes.

Security type glazing is preferred in any door that is electronically controlled, in order that staff within the
area be able to see who they are admitting; where a window is not appropriate, camera access for control
purposes may be an appropriate alternative.
Staff and Public Parking areas are to be distinctly separate from one another, preferably from view of one
another.

Access to Staff Parking Area will be restricted and accessed by personnel issued appropriate card-keys
only.

The only exceptions to this practice will be an arrestee, witness, or complainant, when escorted by
Department personnel; and City authorized custodial and maintenance personnel.

Drivers of large delivery vehicles that need to access the Loading Dock will communicate, via post
mounted speaker at the secure entrance gate, with either the Quartermaster in Central Supply or, as backup, the Duty Desk Officer who will be able to activate/open the gate for entrance.

Public visitors who wish to enter the building will do so via the Public Lobby at the front of the building,
convenient to the Public Parking Area.

Visitors will check in at the Duty/Reception Desk and will be directed accordingly or be asked to wait while
the appropriate Department/Division person is notified and arrives to meet the visitor in the Public Lobby.

Once they have checked in, visitors in the Lobby will be able to go, unescorted, to the Community Room,
public restrooms, Police Records and the Administration reception area.
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Exterior lighting will be provided at designated public and staff parking areas, at the public lobby entrance
to the building, and at all designated staff entrances.
Wiring to accommodate hard wired internal building telephone system will be available at all designated
offices and workstations.

Camera surveillance of the Public Lobby entrance (exterior) from Public Parking and the Public Parking
Area itself will be provided.

Camera Surveillance of the Public Lobby entrance (interior), the Duty Desk, the doors to the Public
Restrooms, the Community Room and any doors leading to the interior Department spaces beyond the
Lobby will be provided.

Duty Desk personnel will have direct view of the Public Lobby entrance to see visitors as they enter, to the
Public Restroom entrance doors, to the Administration Entry & Seating area, and to entrance to the
Community Room and any additional doorway leading to various operating Divisions of the Department.

Duty Desk personnel will also be able to control movement and monitor visually, deliveries received at
the Public Lobby and visitors entering to be fingerprinted in the Services Division office area.

An alert alarm should also be available to enable the Duty Officer to silent alert designated personnel
within the building of any type of disturbance or concern that may require assistance or manual response.

All secure doors allowing passage from the Public Lobby into Department offices will include security
grade glazing that permits views from within of those who are about to be admitted.

Camera surveillance capabilities; i.e., electronics, wiring, etc., should be available within the building at
designated “sensitive” locations as designated by Department project liaison during design, however, may
include the Property & Evidence room, the Armory, Ammunition storage, etc.
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As noted with the Duty/Reception Desk, alert (security alarm) buttons should also be available in the
Administrative Assistant’s office, the Senior Secretary, and Division Secretary desks to enable silent alerts
to designated personnel within the building of any type of disturbance or concern within their respective
areas that may require assistance or a manual response.
Provide at least one (1) secondary means of egress from each of the major building component areas
described.
Provide “hard line” telephones at each work station and office.
All individual offices should have locks individually keyed and with a master key unless otherwise
designated; i.e. card key.
All windows should be vandal-resistant.
Two (2) drawer or four (4) drawer locking file cabinets should be provided in each individual office as well
as within designated storage and records areas for securing active files, information, and materials that
may be confidential or otherwise significant.
Access doors to Property & Evidence, the Armory, and Ammunition Storage (and others as determined)
should include security grade hardware and locking systems.
Window glazing, where views from the building can be provided to the out of doors, should be security
grade glass/polycarbonate composite.
Upon activation, individual area/door security alarms, while annunciated in Division/component area
offices within the building by on-duty personnel, will also be annunciated in the City’s 911 Center as backup and for verification of response.
In addition to the Duty Desk, secondary monitoring of security cameras may also occur in Division offices
where there a likely to be Department personnel working who could respond to questionable movement
or activity if needed.
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SECTION 4. SITE REQUIREMENTS
The principal characteristics considered when developing an initial estimate of the land area required for
a building project will typically include: the area “footprint” of the building or buildings to be located on
the site; the parking requirements for assigned staff and estimated number of visitors; and on-site drives
and property setbacks to accommodate vehicle circulation, appropriate separation of buildings from
paved areas and, when necessary, from adjacent properties.

The site requirements to accommodate the City of Danville’s Police Department described in this
document assumes a minimum land area of (approximately) six (6) acres. The tables and accompanying
Site Concept diagram that follow provide the basis for these calculations.

As stated, the diagram that follows is a “concept”. This includes the building configuration as well as the
site itself. Once the City identifies a site, soil samples are taken and analyzed, a civil engineering
assessment is completed and the building design underway, the configuration of the buildings and their
orientation to the site itself will change.

Site Characteristics Considered
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Facility

Main Building
Vehicle/Trailer Garage (6)*
Fleet Vehicle Upfit*
Car Wash*
Category Total:

NSF

Multiplyer

Total GSF

44810
2016
672
288
140

1.30
1.30
1.30
1.30
1.30

58253
2621
874
374
182

47926
Parking

Visitor Parking
Staff POV Parking
Fleet Parking

62304

Number

SF/Space

Total SF

30
95
60

383
325
325

11490
30875
19500

Category Total:

61865

On-Site Drives & Setbacks

Building setback from paved area
Site Boundary Setback
Site Acess & Circulation
Runoff Retention Holding

Avg. Width

Est. LF

Total

8
48
24
AR

918
1692
1584
AR

7344
81216
38016
3600

Category Total:

130176

Total Estimated Square Feet:
Equivilent Acreage @ 43,650 sf/acre:

254345
5.84

*Refer to “Notes” on page 50, Section 1

The site concept diagram that follows illustrates the characteristics identified in the above table.

City of Danville New Police Building
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SITE CONCEPT
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